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delivers proven, sustained performance.
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My column last month got a lot of attention
when I told the story of my father’s World
War II heroics and my failed attempts to dis-

cover the real story because much of his records were
destroyed in a fire in a Missouri storage facility in the
1970s. Several people told me that records of their rel-
atives they tried to access were also victims of that fire. 

But my somewhat convoluted point was that we
in the gaming industry should value those who came
before as pioneers of the industry. We should all hear
their stories to better understand how they ran the
businesses back in the day—how customer service was
important; how comps were passed out; how finances
were handled; how regulations evolved. 

While I didn’t mention names last month, there
are many people still around who would be more than
willing to talk about the industry’s early days—names
to come. Remember, our industry is relatively young,
and had a somewhat shady start since gambling was
illegal in most states. 

Even in the legal jurisdictions of Reno and Las
Vegas, there were enough “gangsters” to challenge the
skimpy regulations that were part of that industry.
“Skimming” was part of the equation in almost every
casino. 

But there were champions like Bill Harrah, Sam
Boyd, Bennie Binion and Jackie Gaughan who 
wouldn’t be intimidated by those elements. And that’s
what we should be celebrating. 

I was pleased to see the American Gaming
Association reached back into the past to honor Stan
Mallin at this year’s Hall of Fame ceremonies. Not
many people know Mallin, but he had an important
partnership with Jay Sarno, the original designer of
Caesars Palace and Circus Circus, and those projects
probably wouldn’t have happened without Mallin’s
role. His recognition was long overdue, but there are
many others waiting out there to be honored with the
Hall of Fame mention. 

I had broached the subject of an “old timers com-
mittee” or “legends” division of the Gaming HOF
with previous AGA presidents but never got very far
with that. 

So let’s just go down the list to see who deserves
to be honored off the top of my head. And it starts
with two legends that have somehow been ignored. 

Howard Hughes completely transformed the
industry—not the first industry he had transformed.
He was the MGM and Caesars of the Strip in the
’60s, buying up casinos left and right and putting

them on a solid business foundation—injecting a cor-
porate orderliness to the Nevada gaming business. His
influence still resonates in the industry and his name is
still recognized with a business park and Las Vegas’
ritziest neighborhood, Summerlin, named after his
mother-in-law. 

And what about Elvis Presley? Not only was he a
teenage heartthrob for millions of young ladies, he
conducted the first “residency” in Las Vegas when he
held court at the International Hotel, today the
Westgate. 

The fact that neither of these major industry 
pioneers is in the Hall of Fame is an oversight. Yes,
there are some complications. Presley’s estate at one
time demanded some sort of “honorarium” and
Hughes’ corporation was at the same time ambivalent.
But the time has come to induct them both. 

Nevada is the cradle of the gaming industry, so
there is no shortage of major players from Las Vegas
and Reno who have yet to be recognized—and I don’t
mean Bugsy Siegel. But I am talking about Billy
Wilkerson, who was the original developer of the
Flamingo. Or Martin Stern Jr., the visionary architect
who planted the seed of the integrated resort. 

Or how about Sarann Knight-Preddy, the first
African-American woman to hold a gaming license in
Nevada, who founded the Moulin Rouge casino in Las
Vegas, the first interracial casino that was open only a
few months in 1955?

There’s a dozen or more folks who had an impact
on gaming but have faded into history. 

And if you don’t want to reach back into “ancient
history,” there are still very many deserving candidates
from my time who should be recognized. 

Like James Maida, who commercialized gaming
lab testing. Or Jeff Silver, a member of the Nevada
Gaming Control Board in those tumultuous years in
the ’70s. Or Mike Rumbolz, who was chairman of the
NGCB in the ’80s and is now CEO of the innovative
supplier Everi. Or Frank Schreck, probably the most
influential gaming attorney in gaming for more than a
decade. Or Kenny Epstein, Jackie Gaughan’s protégé,
who is keeping his memory alive at the Downton El
Cortez. Or Roy Student, who envisioned player track-
ing as far back as the early ’70s. But you get the point. 

So consider this column to be the initial
“Legends” division of the Gaming Hall of Fame until
we hear differently. They are all quite deserving, and
I’ll continue to advocate for them and many other old-
timers. 

THE AGENDA

Expanding 
the Hall

Global Gaming Business DECEMBER 2019

By Roger Gros, Publisher
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Introducing the highly anticipated extensions of our award-winning Smokin’ Hot Stuff Wicked Wheel™ game on a 
brand new cabinet. Wicked Wheel Panda™ and Wicked Wheel Fire Phoenix™ on Empire Flex™. 

49-inch flexed display. Striking 4K content. Industry-unique integrated light bars. Larger enhanced glass button 
deck. Another example of our unrelenting commitment to innovation.

Trailblaze new player experiences.

                                             

 everi.com 

Hot Stuff the Little Devil © 2019 Classic Media, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Let’s go!
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BY THE NUMBERS

T
he annual study by New South Wales in Australia on gambling was
released last month, commissioned by the New South Wales Respon-

sible Gaming Fund. It’s long been recognized that Australians are some
of the world’s most inveterate gamblers, per capita. But the 2019 study
shows a decline in participation for almost all forms of gambling. The
chart below compares the years 2006 (blue), 2011 (turquoise) and 2019
(yellow) and the forms of gambling respondents had participated in
during those years. In almost every case, the gambling propensity de-
clined in 2019, while those who had not gambled within the last 12
months soared. The 215-page report is an exhaustive review of NSW
gambling and can be obtained by visiting
responsiblegambling.nsw.gov.au. 

GAminG DiPs 
Down UnDer

Participation in gambling activities over time,

2006, 2011, 2019

American Acceptance

T
he American Gaming Association has been surveying Americans
every year since the mid-1990s, evaluating perceptions about casino

gaming in the U.S. The acceptance by Americans has slowly been some-
thing of a roller coaster recently, but this year hit a record high of 49
percent. More people have or will visit casinos than ever before, and the
image of casino gaming as a quality entertainment provider, job pro-
ducer, economic generator and improver of communities is also high.
According to Bill Miller, president and CEO of the AGA, “The favora-
bility of our industry has never been higher. As gaming expands across
the U.S. and more Americans engage with our industry’s offerings, they
see firsthand gaming’s positive impact on local economies and its value
as a community partner. I’m committed to continuing the association’s
work to translate gaming’s vast popularity into political capital, one of
my top priorities for AGA.”
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One of the most beloved brands of all time now gives players a chance for 
More Money! The follow-up to the top performing Wheel of Fortune 4D 
featuring Vanna White, More Money offers life-changing jackpots and up 
to 20X multipliers that players love.
Don’t miss out, contact your Account Manager today for more info.

Wheel of Fortune® 4D
gets more for your floor.

#1 Best
Slot Innovation!*

© 2019 IGT. 
© 2019 Califon Productions, Inc. “Wheel of Fortune” is a registered trademark of Califon Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
* Southern California Gaming Guide 2019 Reader’s Choice Awards 
All other trademarks and/or service marks used herein are either trademarks or registered trademarks of IGT, its affiliates or its licensors. Artwork, descriptions, game 
play, photographs, videos, and other product details depicted herein are subject to change. 
IGT is committed to socially responsible gaming. Our business solutions empower customers to choose parameters and practices that become the foundation of 
their Responsible Gaming programs.
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“At the high end of our 
database, no question that 
Encore would like to have
those customers. Their slot
business has not hit what they
forecast. They’re spending a
lot of money on slot 
marketing right now.”

—Jay Snowden, president, Penn National Gaming,
owner of Massachusetts’ Plainridge Park Casino, on dis-
appointing slots revenues at rival Encore Boston HarborC

onnecticut’s Mohegan Sun is one of the great casino resorts in the U.S. In fact, it was recently named
the top casino in the USAToday poll. Ray Pineault has been running the property since 2015 and before

that was chief operating officer for three years. Pineault talked about recent development phases at the
hotel, which has added rooms, meetings and convention space, restaurants and retail attractions. He spoke
with GGB Publisher Roger Gros at the G2E trade show, held in Las Vegas in October. 

GGB: What are some new developments at the property within the last couple of years?
Ray Pineault: In our market we’ve had over $2.5 billion in investment by competitors coming in. So we’ve
been working on things and solidifying the property and solidifying our player loyalty. Two years ago, we
added 400 hotel rooms. We added the largest expo center in Connecticut, which has been a tremendous
success. Our hotel is still running at over 97 percent occupancy. In addition to that, we’ve been working on
non-gaming amenities, like the new Roadhouse comedy club and a new lounge. So we’re looking to con-
tinue to enhance and grow our non-gaming amenities and give people more reasons to visit the property.

MGM opened last year in Springfield and Wynn opened Encore Boston Harbor. What’s been the
impact of those openings? 
We’re talking about $2.5 billion in investment in Massachusetts, and both of those markets were feeder
markets for Mohegan Sun. But when we look at our top-line revenues, we’ve been pleasantly surprised with
the loyalty our guests have shown to Mohegan Sun. Obviously, they’re going to try those places, but many
are coming back to visit us. They may not visit as often, but they’re still coming to Mohegan Sun because
of the offerings we have.

Entertainment has always been a big part of the Mohegan Sun experience. How important is the
arena?
This is a huge driver for us. Every time we run a show, we have the opportunity to bring 8,000 to 10,000
people to the property. And while a few may not be gamers, they may stop and spend $20, $30 eating or
drinking. We know they’re using the hotel. They’re certainly using the spa and shopping at our retail, so
we’re getting additional spend from them. 

And of course we’re very proud of our WNBA team (the Connecticut Sun). Unfortunately, they lost
the championship, but they battled really hard. They had a tremendous season and we look forward to
bringing them back next year and hopefully finishing it off. 

We saw a change in the tribal leadership earlier this year. Is there still a big commitment from the
tribe to the success of the entire gaming enterprise? 
I can’t be prouder or happier to work with the tribal council that we have. But we have an election for our
tribal leadership every two years. So there’s always some transition, whether it’s through retirement or peo-
ple coming up through the ranks, like any politics. 

The tribe has always been committed to Mohegan Sun. It’s their property, it’s their homeland, and
they are exceptionally committed to the growth and overall well-being of the company.

What about sports betting in Connecticut? 
From my perspective as the operator, we need to come to the realization that we now have Rhode Island
and New York doing sports betting. And it’s not that sports wagering is the economic panacea that people
were dreaming about, but it’s a competitive disadvantage for us. So if a guest has a spouse or family mem-
bers who want to go enjoy a facility, but they want to lay a wager down on any particular game or sporting
event, we could lose that guest, at least for that trip. So when you don’t have the full complement of prod-
uct it’s a lost opportunity. 

December 3–4: G2E Asia @ Philippines, Manila 
Marriott Hotel at the Resorts World Manila. Produced
by Reed Exhibitions China and the American Gaming
Association. For more information, visit G2EAsia.com. 

December 9–11: University of Arizona’s Race Track 
Industry Program (RTIP) Symposium, Tucson, Arizona.
Produced by the University of Arizona’s Race Track 
Industry Program. For more information, visit 
ua-rtip.org/symposium. 

December 9–12: Certificate in Gaming Leadership,
Oklahoma State University. Produced by OSU Center
for Executive & Professional Development, Hard Rock
Casino Tulsa, and Gaming Management, University of
Nevada, Reno. For more information, visit 
business.okstate.edu/cepd.

January 10–12: National Council of Legislators from
Gaming States Winter Meeting, Marriott Marquis 
& Marina, San Diego. Produced by the National 
Council of Legislators from Gaming States. For more
information, visit nclgs.org/meetings.

February 4–8: ICE London 2020, ExCel Centre, 
London. Produced by Clarion Gaming. For more 
information, visit ICELondon.UK.com. 

February 5–8: iGB Affiliate London 2020, ExCel 
Centre, London. Produced by Clarion Gaming. For
more information, visit iGBAffiliates.com. 

February 10–13: 5th Annual Western Indian Gaming
Conference & Tradeshow. Produced by California 
Nations Indian Gaming Association. For more 
information, visit CNIGA.com. 

March 6: Prague Gaming Summit 2020, Vienna House
Andel’s, Prague, Czech Republic. Produced by 
European Gaming Media and Events. For more 
information, visit praguegamingsummit.com.

March 23–26: World Game Protection Conference,
Tropicana, Las Vegas. Produced by World Game 
Protection Inc. For more information, visit 
WorldGameProtection.com.

March 24–27: Indian Gaming 2020, San Diego 
Convention Center. Produced by the National Indian
Gaming Association. For more information, visit 
IndianGamingTradeshow.com. 

April 28–30: Betting on Sports America, 
Meadowlands Exposition Center, East Rutherford, New
Jersey. Produced by Sports Betting Community. 
For more information, visit SBCEvents.com. 

“They Said It”

Ray Pineault
President and General Manager, Mohegan Sun
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STRIKING WHILE THE
REELS ARE RED HOT!

The look and feel of the games and their individual components and displays are trade dress of Scientific Games Corp. 
and its Subsidiaries. TM and © 2019 Scientific Games Corp. and its Subsidiaries. All rights reserved.

ScientificGames.com

The new Ultra Hot Mega Link™ game series includes 
all of the fiery player-favorite features of the red-hot 

Ultimate Fire Link® series, as well as a riveting new 
Ultra Hot symbol that will turn up the heat!

Contact your Scientific Games 
sales representative today!
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partner, making their towns and cities better places
to live and work.

With hundreds of casino communities across
the country, most Americans (71 percent) have
come to view casinos as job creators. We support

nearly 2 million American
workers, offering jobs with
growth opportunities that
employees view as stepping
stones to long-term careers.
To put this in perspective,
the American gaming in-
dustry directly employs
more people than the entire
U.S. airline industry. The
presence of casinos strength-
ens small businesses, too,
supporting an estimated
350,000 small business jobs
and $13 billion in employee
wages. 

Positive public attitudes
about our industry are es-
sential to creating an envi-
ronment where gaming
continues to thrive. Each of
us has a role to play in de-
mystifying the gaming in-
dustry, explaining its

benefits, and dispelling the outdated stereotypes
that still hold sway in some corners of the public’s
imagination. Together, we can ensure that gaming
maintains the support of our neighbors and is able
to operate effectively across the country.

Dave Forman is senior director of research for the
American Gaming Association.

AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION 

Just over a month ago, nearly 30,000
members of the global gaming industry
gathered at the Sands Expo Center in

Las Vegas for Global Gaming Expo (G2E) 2019,
the world’s premier gaming trade show and edu-
cation event. Over the
course of four days, we
had meaningful discus-
sions on the future of the
industry and saw firsthand
the innovative technolo-
gies coming soon to casino
floors. Among the high-
lights of this year’s G2E
was our release of new re-
search showing the pub-
lic’s perception of the
casino gaming industry
has never been better. 

A record 49 percent of
American adults have a fa-
vorable view of our indus-
try, up from 45 percent
just last year. The increase
in favorability coincides
with a surge in casino visi-
tation and a widespread
perception that the indus-
try provides innovative,
high-quality entertainment while supporting
economic growth. The outlook for next year is
positive, with almost half of all Americans ex-
pected to visit a casino in the next 12 months. 

As gaming expands across the U.S. and more
Americans engage with our industry’s offerings,
they see firsthand gaming’s positive impact on
local economies and its value as a community

American

Attitudes 
Support for gaming in the U.S. 

has never been higher
By Dave Forman

we speak casino
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Get a better agency.  
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o The presence of casinos strengthens small businesses,
too, supporting an estimated 350,000 small business

jobs and $13 billion in employee wages. 

As gaming
expands across the

U.S. and more
Americans engage
with our industry’s
offerings, they see
firsthand gaming’s
positive impact on
local economies
and its value as a

community partner,
making their towns

and cities better
places to live 

and work.

“

”
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AGEMupdate

JPMorgan Chase Commercial Banking provides
credit and financing, treasury and payment services,
international banking and real estate services to
clients—including corporations, institutions, gov-
ernments and real estate investors. Within commer-
cial banking, the Middle Market Banking business
has dedicated teams in the top 50 metropolitan sta-
tistical areas in the U.S., as well as specialized indus-
try teams dedicated to industries such as health
care, technology, disruptive commerce, life sciences
and government banking. JPMorgan Chase is a
leading global financial institution, with a history
dating back more than 200 years. Currently the
company has assets of $2.8 trillion with more than
250,000 employees and a presence in over 100 mar-
kets. JPMorgan Chase is part of the Dow Jones In-
dustrial Average (NYSE: JPM).
JPMorgan Chase continues to expand its net-

work in Nevada, and in October opened a new
branch in Downtown Las Vegas, which is going
through an exciting revitalization. The full-service
branch at 411 E. Bonneville Ave. is fitted with a
neon sign bearing Chase’s blue octagon logo and
features modern design elements and open, collabo-
rative spaces with ample room for meetings and
“Chase Chats,” a new series of small group sessions
focused on financial health. The branch is the first
of several planned for Clark County over the next
few years that will add to the current network of
more than 50 branches in Nevada.
As part of JPMorgan Chase’s continued philan-

thropic investment in Nevada, it also announced
funding for DreamSpring to increase access to busi-
ness credit and pre- and post-loan technical assis-
tance to underserved entrepreneurs throughout
Nevada. The investment in DreamSpring enhances
its capacity to help underserved entrepreneurs
through access to credit and technical assistance
that will help them create jobs and drive inclusive
economic growth.
DreamSpring is a Community Development

Financial Institution (CDFI) that offers small busi-
ness loans ranging from $1,000 to $2 million, along
with training and other support services, including
credit reporting, business counseling and educa-
tional business resource events. DreamSpring will
use the new $140,000 commitment to expand its
lending program in Nevada.

The AGEM Index increased by 6.95 points in October 2019 to 507.64 points, a 1.4 percent gain from September
2019. The growth was driven largely by a 3.3 percent increase in the stock price of Aristocrat Leisure Limited
(ASX: ALL), which climbed from AU$30.60 to AU$31.62. The stock was responsible for 12.18 points of the AGEM
Index’s monthly gain. Scientific Games Corporation (SGMS) experienced a 17.9 percent stock price gain from
$20.35 to $23.99, which led to an index contribution of 6.32 points. Overall, most AGEM Index companies re-
ported increases in stock price during the month, with nine trending positively and four moving negatively. The
major stock indices performed well as the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 experienced monthly
growth of 0.5 percent and 2 percent, respectively. The NASDAQ experienced a strong gain of 3.7 percent.

AGEM is an international trade association representing manufacturers of electronic gaming devices, systems, lotteries and components for the gaming industry. The association
works to further the interests of gaming equipment manufacturers throughout the world. Through political action, trade show partnerships, information dissemination and good corpo-
rate citizenship, the members of AGEM work together to create benefits for every company within the organization. Together, AGEM and its member organizations have assisted reg-
ulatory commissions and participated in the legislative process to solve problems and create a positive business environment.

AGEM Board of Directors Actions – November 2019
• After an extensive search, the International Center for Gaming Regulations at University of Nevada, Las
Vegas announced the appointment of Joe Bertolone as the new executive director. An experienced indus-
try veteran, Bertolone’s most recent position was president of Ainsworth Game Technology’s North
America division. He also served previously at the Nevada Gaming Control Board. AGEM is a major
contributor of the ICGR, which launched in 2016 as the world’s first academic center dedicated to re-
search and education in gaming, guiding the world’s gaming policymakers and regulators as they make
decisions that govern the industry. The AGEM Board and members look forward to working with
Bertolone once he formally takes up his position. 
• AGEM President Luke Orchard and his compliance representatives from IGT recently met with Nevada
Gaming Control Board Chairwoman Sandra Morgan to revisit the “assume responsibility” language in
the current regulations that has been debated in the past as it relates to slot companies in particular taking
responsibility for any software, hardware or other components in their products that may originate from
companies not licensed in Nevada. Chairwoman Morgan is now reviewing the information and it is
hoped a simplified update will be agreed that is satisfactory to all sides.
• AGEM hosted a Japanese government delegation at its booth during G2E. The meeting was very posi-
tive with both groups keen to continue the ongoing dialogue between suppliers and those who will be cre-
ating the regulatory structure for gaming in Japan. Already AGEM members have assisted in contributing
machines, systems and progressives for their gaming lab in preparation for when the regulatory body is of-
ficially formed in early January next year.
• Connie Jones, AGEM director of responsible gaming, recently facilitated an impressive panel of speakers
for “Using New Tools to Help with Responsible Gaming” at the G2E’s iGaming Congress. This formed
part of the education sessions at the trade show and covered how new tools such as blockchain and artifi-
cial intelligence can assist the industry with identifying and responding to problem gamblers.
• November saw four new companies join AGEM. Slot machine manufacturer, Blueberi based in Quebec,
Canada, was approved as a Bronze member. Associate membership was also approved for the Astound
Group, a creative and exhibit company with offices across North America; RAD Game Tools, providers of
video game development tools based in Kirkland, Washington, and exhibit company RES-Exhibits Serv-
ices, based in Rochester, New York. The membership now totals 173 global companies. 

UPCOMING EVENTS
• The annual AGEM Cup Golf Tournament and Holiday Reception was set for November 22 at the Bali
Hai Golf Club, Las Vegas. Invitations are open to the full membership seeing 20 two-person teams com-
pete for the prestigious prize. A reception and awards presentation followed the competition and was
open to players and non-players.

AGEM MEMBER PROFILE
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Sanguinity seems to sum up the nearly
universal attitude of CEOs as they as-
sessed the outlook for their companies in

third-quarter investor conference calls: U.S. con-
sumers appear healthy. Las Vegas is strong and
growing. Macau’s VIP weakness is just temporary,
and the future belongs to the booming mid and
premium mass markets, anyway. Mergers and ac-
quisitions have a long way to run and will continue
to drive valuations higher. Sports betting is opening
new revenue streams and driving on-property traf-
fic. Debt ratios are coming down. Expansion proj-
ects are penciling out for 15 percent and 20 percent
returns on investment. Japan is around the corner. 

If there was a negative thought, it is that the
economy might be slowing, but even then CEOs
don’t see a Great Recession-like downturn, and
their companies are running leaner and are better
prepared than last time, they said.

With that as the backdrop, here are some ob-
servations:

• The sale of Bellagio real estate to Blackstone
for $4.2 billion has generated excitement over new
capital entering gaming and is seen as evidence
that smart money sees the value of Las Vegas Strip
properties.

That is a compelling idea and seems likely to
be correct. However, a cautionary note: one sign
of a top is when outsiders start coming in and pay
top dollar for entry.

• Japan. Las Vegas Sands and Wynn, two com-
panies considered slam dunks to pitch mega re-
sorts to the Japanese government, have become the
first major companies to also say they might not
bid for licenses if the economics don’t look right.

I’ve been somewhat skeptical of Japan. The
country is ambivalent, if not downright divided,
about whether it wants casinos. That ambivalence
has resulted in a very drawn-out process. Remem-
ber when many observers thought Japan would
have casinos in time for the 2020 Olympics? Now,
they’re abuzz about being open for the 2025 Japan
World Expo.

They might be right this time, given that a law
and a selection process are in place. But the am-

bivalence can still result in economics that don’t
make sense. If not, Las Vegas Sands might look very
wise focusing $5.5 billion in Singapore and Macau
expansions and seeking out other potential mega
markets like Brazil.

• Japan prediction. MGM Resorts will win one
of the three licenses. The company has a clear strat-
egy, is willing to invest the $10 billion or so the
Japanese may require, and has a more collegial ap-
proach that can attract Japanese approval. MGM is
also one of the best known brands in Japan, thanks
to the MGM movie studio.

• MGM Resorts: the lion is roaring. Talking
about MGM, the company appears to have adopted
both a visionary strategy and a commitment to re-
warding shareholders in its asset-light model demon-
strated by the Bellagio sale and the intended sale of
MGM Grand.

CEO Jim Murren explains the sales as replacing
static real estate with money that can finance more
kinetic growth for an entertainment company.

NEVADA TRIPLE PLAY REDUX
Nevada Triple Play Plus One. A few years ago, I
wrote about the exciting prospects for the stocks of
three small family-controlled Nevada-based casino
companies—Monarch Casino, Eldorado Resorts,
Golden Entertainment. Later, Full House Resorts
was added as Plus One.

The results have been pretty darn good. 
Since that initial report in April 2016, Full

House is up 90 percent. Monarch 2.3 times, Eldo-
rado 3.8 times and Golden 25 percent.

And, yet, their growth appears to be far from
done. Here’s a brief update:

• Eldorado stock has gone from $13 to $50 as of
this writing. It has also transformed from a small Reno-
centric company into what will be the largest casino
operator in the U.S. by number of properties when it
closes on the purchase of Caesars early in 2020.

Analysts put future value of Eldorado north of
$58 a share, though some see a bull case for $80-plus.

Here’s my view: Eldorado has a record of execu-
tion. When CEO Tom Reeg says he is supremely
confident in gaining the targeted $500 million in

synergies from the deal, you can take it to the bank
that he will exceed that number.

And when he talks about the ability to monetize
Caesars’ assets and generate revenues by introducing
Caesars’ vaunted player rewards programs to new
markets, his outlook sounds very credible.

• Full House Resorts has shot up from $1.60 to
around $3. There is reason to believe Full House can
reach $5 as it implements sports betting.

The sports betting deals it has signed for Indi-
ana and Colorado do more than fatten the bottom
line. They provide funds that can help Full House go
out and get more funds to finance the transforma-
tion of Bronco Billy’s in Cripple Creek, Colorado,
into a small destination resort. And if that produces
the results CEO Dan Lee thinks it can, a stock price
in double digits is reasonable in several years.

• Golden has had the wildest ride, jumping
from around $12 to nearly $35 on optimism about
what it would do with the Stratosphere in Las Vegas,
to plunging back to around $12 on disappointing
earnings and fear that the Strat was just a dream.

However, the story has not changed and, in-
deed, has gotten better with the acquisition of 40
percent of the Laughlin, Nevada, market.

With its STRAT renovation nearly behind,
Golden now gets to execute on raising property per-
formance, cross-marketing its properties to a big lo-
cals customer base at 130 locations, and to generate
free cash flow. 

If Golden succeeds, the stock price, now over
$15, could return to the mid $30s, then beyond.

• Monarch is finally about to open its transfor-
mation of Monarch in Black Hawk, Colorado, into
a destination-quality resort. That could lift the stock
from around $44 to perhaps $50 if the property
achieves targeted returns.

It will also give balance sheet-oriented CEO
John Farahi the free cash flow to pay down debt rap-
idly and position Monarch for its next growth proj-
ect. The question will be what, where and when for
the stock price to make its next turn up. 

Frank Fantini is the editor and publisher of Fantini’s 
Gaming Report. For a free 30-day trial subscription email
subscriptions@fantiniresearch.com.

FANTINI’S FINANCE

Sanguinity
The inclination to believe in the most favorable outcome:

Merriam-Webster

By Frank Fantini
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In the old days, it was all straight lines on the slot floor. Three-reel step-
per slots and, later, video slots all featured more or less the same size
and shape of cabinet, creating a uniform, almost factory-like appear-
ance to the slot floor.
In addition to aesthetic appeal, orderly rows of similar cabinets allowed

operators of 20 year ago to fit the maximum number slot machines within a
given square footage—imperative when slots were the prime cash cow of
any casino.

Today’s use of slot-floor square footage is more relaxed and fluid, with
machines positioned as much in small, freestanding groupings as in the old-
style rows of machines. And those rows themselves are much smaller, with
bank configurations of six or eight back-to-back machines allowing for
wider aisle space.

There are many reasons today’s slot floor bears little resemblance to that
of two decades ago. Lower slot revenues led to fewer machines and more
elbow room on the slot floor. Different games like ETGs and carnival-style
games appeared, and the look of the core games became as varied as the

growing number of suppliers providing them. Each supplier creates new
hardware every year.

Uniformity is no longer an option.
“We’ve got so many manufacturers out there today,” observes Charlie

Lombardo, who started operating slot machines in the early 1970s and was
senior vice president of slot operations for Caesars’ Strip properties and
head of casino operations for Seminole Gaming—which still retains him as
a consultant in designing the slot floors of the Hard Rock properties.

“If you go back just a few years, we had Bally and IGT and and a cou-
ple of other suppliers, and boxes were fairly uniform—pretty much  the
same height, the same width. It was easy to sometimes even put different
manufacturers back to back on the same stand, and not even notice the
difference. Now, when you start getting into the bigger and taller ma-
chines, you can’t put those in a straight row, because you’re really creating
walls.

“With even one manufacturer, there are different boxes and different
styles. You want to keep them in smaller groups so that you can give bigger
variety on the floor.”

Variety, in fact, has governed the design of the slot floor, notes Tom
Jingoli, executive vice president and chief commercial officer for slot sup-
plier Konami Gaming.

“In the past, U.S. casino slot floors carried layouts consisting of 12-
plus games in a bank, hooked up to one simple linked progressive; whereas
now we see three different linked progressives covering four games each,
divvied across different areas. This reduction in average bank size reflects a
number of different factors, including increased competition around inte-
grated progressive games, evolving player preference, and varied opera-
tional considerations. The result has been greater game variety and depth
of content on the floor.”

The variety available on today’s slot floor is achieved with fewer units,
notes Lombardo. “On the Las Vegas Strip 15 years ago, everybody wanted
2,500, 3,000 games. Now, there are half or two-thirds as many. It was due
to a number of factors. We went into recession; the money wasn’t available
for buying new new games, so they paired down and got rid of some of the

Maximizing use of the square footage on a slot floor is a craft that
changes as much as the shapes and sizes of the slots themselves

By Frank Legato

South Point casino floor
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old stuff.”
That’s not a bad thing, notes Kevin Sweet, vice president of slot operations

and marketing for the Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, who says more free space for-
merly devoted to slots translates into a wealth of new attractions on the casino
floor.

“Every market is different, but in Vegas the trend has without a doubt been
that you can earn just as much money with far fewer units on your floor,” Sweet
says. “The days of row after row of slot machine are gone forever on the Strip.
Our casinos now need to maximize revenue from every square foot of real estate
available. We have fewer games on our floor because we have found other great
ways to keep our guests engaged—specifically with things such as improved
F&B offerings, bars and lounges, and a more exciting sportsbook.”

Another side advantage of this new use of space is player comfort. “We have
reduced our count by about 12 percent over the last five years,” says Cliff Paige,
director of slots for the South Point casino in Las Vegas. “We opened up some
aisles and reconfigured the bank layouts with great success. Easy access for the
player is key.”

“Gaming on a casino floor is now a lot more comfortable,” notes Sweet.
“The chairs are nicer, the aisles are wider, but the biggest change has been the
shapes and spacing of the slot machine banks. The machines on the end (end
caps) always generated a much higher win per unit, so now the goal is to maxi-
mize your spacing between machines. That’s why you’ll walk a floor and see six-
pack triangles, and pods of three, four or five machines where you’re never
really sitting next to someone. Slot players want to be in an energetic environ-
ment, but don’t want anyone in their personal space.”

Changing the Game
Variety in non-gaming attractions is matched by variety within the slot genre it-
self. In the locals casinos, that has meant a resurgence in more traditional step-
per slots, according to Paige. 

“In the last few years, at least in the locals market, we’ve seen a resurgence to-
ward the stepper slots,” he says. “Some manufacturers have decided to try and
grow this segment with great success. Before, it was primarily video reel and
poker being the drivers.”

On the larger gaming floor, he adds, even though table products have become
a larger draw, they’re not taking space away from slots. “In the destination mar-
kets, table products have really become a larger part of the floor,” Paige says.
“Electronic table games have been a little slow to grab any sizable section of a
floor from slots, in part because of the high return-to-player—even with side bets,
it can be hard to compete with the latest and greatest in video and reel slot ma-
chines in generating great win for the casino.”

Sweet agrees that modern slot-floor configurations have little to do with
changes on the table-game side. “I don’t think slots have really given up much
space to table games over the years, and ETGs are just an extension of slot ma-
chines,” he says. “It really is the non-gaming amenities and shift in bank configu-
rations that have led to a reduction in floor space for slot machines.”

With those changes comes an evolution in how the slot floor is configured.
“A lot of people will give the grocery store analogy when describing how they lay
out a floor,” Sweet says. “Your essentials (milk, Wheel of Fortune) are tucked in
the back because the people will just go find it because they need it.

“But in today’s world, you really need a hybrid approach. You still need to
have some premium product in a decent location because you need that impulse
purchase right at checkout. The customer wasn’t planning to gamble as they walk
towards the showroom, but with a giant Big Bang Theory machine on the aisle,
maybe I’ll get that $20 bill. Every square foot of real estate on my floor has a
value that ranges from Baltic Avenue to Boardwalk. My job is to figure out what
piece of property will give me the highest value in rent for each square.”

“Slots have to cater to many different segments of players, meaning penny
players all the way to high-limit players,” says Paige. “Generally, high-limit players

“Every market is different, but in Vegas
the trend has without a doubt been that
you can earn just as much money with
far fewer units on your floor.”
—Kevin Sweet, Vice President of Slot Operations and
Marketing, The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas (pictured)
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goli says. “I believe emerging player tracking so-
lutions will gain a greater presence, including
mobile technology and biometric tracking.

“Players have demonstrated greater demand
for larger, ultra-high-definition displays, which
we see more and more across the casino floor.
There is also room for fresh concepts and new in-
novation around merchandizing and total game
packaging. It is important to the future of the in-
dustry that we anticipate and respond to shifts in
technology and consumer preference, in ways
that are measured, responsible, and engaging.”

Paige at South Point agrees that technology
will change the look of the slot floor. “I think
the slots of the future will be much more than

just a game box like it is today,” he says. “You will be able to do so much more
once you’re seated, whether it’s betting sports, making reservations for dinner
and show or booking tickets to a sporting event. This is the direction that the
people are moving in—more on-demand services.”

Not that this will change the overall design of the slot floor, says Lom-
bardo. “Everybody is trying to figure out how you’re going to get millennials in
there to play. You’re going get the younger people in there to play what kind of
games we have to offer them. My philosophy is that first, take care of he cus-
tomers you’ve got.”

“Inherently,” says Cosmopolitan’s Sweet, “I still think in 10 years you’re
going to have casino floors look pretty similar to how they do today. Hopefully,
we’ve just found continued ways to improve service and increase the ease of
doing business.

“I am so jealous of what the cruise industry is able to do because they don’t
have the regulatory burdens we do here. The ease of charging gambling to my
room while on a cruise as I sit at a slot machine or table is incredible. It’s fric-
tionless, it’s fast, and I earn my normal credit card points. If we can figure out
that piece, and finally get the slot jackpot threshold raised to where it should be
adjusted for inflation, we’ll see incredible new growth in our industry.”

prefer to have a secluded area of the
floor. For the lower-stakes player,
market basket analysis becomes even
more important to make sure that
you have the correct games in loca-
tions that don’t require a lot of walk-
ing for the player to find their second,
third and fourth favorite games.”

The Dynamic Floor
Various philosophies of slot floor de-
sign have one thing in common: they
are always changing.

“Slot floors are constantly on the
move; it never stops,” says Paige.
“When moving a game that is not performing to another area, this again is
where the MBA comes in to play. Most of the time, we can improve the per-
formance of a game with a location change, unless it’s just an absolute dud,
which happens.”

“A casino floor is never ‘finished,’” says Sweet. “We move or convert some-
thing four days a week. There are always incremental improvements to be
made. Sometimes simply swapping the locations of two banks of machines can
improve the performance of both banks. A customer may walk the same path
all the time and always pass by a set of games, but if it appears new, even if just
moved from a different location, maybe they’ll play it.

“The story of The Cosmopolitan and our slot floor has been very exciting
to be a part of. I am a fan of constantly refreshing our content and offering a
lot of premium (leased) product. As we’ve now established ourselves as a major
player on the Strip, we’re beginning to pull back on how much leased product
we need and where it needs to go on our floor. Each casino should have its own
strategy based on its identity and what its goals are.”

Konami’s Jingoli says another reason slot-floor design must remain dynamic
is the constant advance of technology in general. “The speed of technology out-
side of gaming actively impacts the casino landscape now and in the future,” Jin-

Hard Rock Hollywood casino floor

“I think the slots of the future will be much
more than just a game box like it is today.
You will be able to do so much more once
you’re seated, whether it’s betting sports,

making reservations for dinner and show or
booking tickets to a sporting event. This is
the direction that the people are moving

in—more on-demand services.”
—Cliff Paige, Director of Slots, South Point Casino
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him and his legacy until he was removed from
power in 1964.

Most of us, no doubt, have been in
Khrushchev’s shoes. Or more aptly, his shoe, the
one that he was using to play whack-a-mole.
You feel like you’re being ambushed, attacked,
Pearl-Harbored. Could be from your boss.
Could be from a customer. Could be from a col-
league or a vendor or the drive-through cashier
at the coffee shop on your way to the office.

Whatever. Whoever. Wherever.
So, what do you do when someone or

something gets you so riled up, so fired up that
you just want to throw a tantrum like a 2-year-
old child… or a 66-year-old Bolshevik?

Before you do what they would do, consider
doing this:

Breathe (In the Air)
When the radioactivity of a nuclear power plant
starts to rise beyond acceptable thresholds, the
folks in the control room enact countermeasures
to bring it down, to keep it in balance. Cool
water. Boron control rods. The chemical ele-
ment xenon. But if they wait too long to miti-
gate the reaction, it accelerates exponentially
until, well... 

Ka-boom!
Think of yourself the same way. When you

feel your blood pressure increasing, it’s almost
too late to do anything about it. The most effec-
tive measure to temper your temper—the
SCRAM button, if you will—is to take a deep
breath. Take one. Then another and another
and another, until you feel your levels normaliz-
ing. 

Frankie Says Relax
You know the old adage: When you find your-
self in a hole, stop digging. Well, as a corollary
to that, when you find yourself in an argument,
stop talking. The best response is often no re-
sponse, or at least a delayed response. Blowing
off steam may feel good, but it makes you look
bad. Weak. Impetuous. Undisciplined.

Instead of pulling a Khrushchev, pull a

MAKING MY POINT

Going Shoeless
Before sinking into the meltdown, consider an alternate course

In 1960.
In October.
In New York City.
In a meeting of the General Assembly of the

United Nations, the leader of the world’s other
superpower crossed the line—one that appar-
ently bulges like a vein in a bald man’s head—
from passion to petulance.

To pugnacity.
As a delegate from the Philippines regaled

the room with a lengthy and scathing rebuke of
the Soviet Union’s increasing influence in de-
creasing democracy in Eastern Europe, Nikita
Khrushchev had had enough. He was as mad as
преисподняя, and he wasn’t going to take it

anymore. Amid a sea of
diplomats and ambassadors
sitting quietly and respect-
fully, listening to the speech
translated into their native
tongues via headphones,
Khrushchev went on tilt.

First he balled his hands
and started hammer-fisting
the desk he was sitting at—
left, right, left, right—in an
attempt to drown out the
Filipino’s filibuster. Then,
incredibly and incredu-

lously, when that wasn’t causing enough of a
disruption, he took his shoe off his foot and
started banging it.

Like a gavel.
Now, you’ve got to realize something. This

wasn’t some mid-level Moscow bureaucrat sent
to the decadent U.S. in order to rouse a little
ruble-rabble. This was Nikita-bleeping-
Khrushchev. He was the head of the USSR’s
government and its Communist Party, a distinc-
tion that neither of his predecessors, Lenin or
Stalin, enjoyed. And he was acting like a cross
between Donkey Kong and Judge Judy.

Khrushchev never lived that down. He em-
barrassed himself. He embarrassed his country
and his party, and by extension, the communist
movement itself. It remained a black mark on

By Roger Snow

Costanza and do the opposite. Decelerate your
cadence of speech. Lean back in your chair.
Wipe that smirk off your puss. And most im-
port of all, you need to—wait for it—p-a-u-s-e.

Chill, baby. You’ll get your turn to talk. Let
the other people punch themselves out; sit back
and think and wait, and when they’re done, let
‘em have it. Not with fire and brimstone, but
with facts and logic and—if you’re comedically
inclined—a little humor.

You’ll win over the crowd and befuddle
your adversary. Works every time.

You’ll Never Walk Alone
It happens. $#@?%#. Well, sometimes. But in
this case, we’re talking about a meltdown.
When the breathing doesn’t work and the
counting doesn’t work and you know you’re
about to say or do something that could ir-
reparably damage your career…

You just have to bounce.
Now, there are two ways to leave a room.

The first is in a huff—or just as bad, in tears—
with spit and swears flying from all corners of
your mouth. We’ve all seen this, or at least
heard about it. The ignominious exit.

Then there’s the second way, the right way.
All you have to do is stand up, pause to button
your blazer or make some other wardrobe ad-
justment, thank everyone in the room for listen-
ing, excuse yourself, and as slowly and calmly as
humanly possible, walk out the door.

Then go someplace private and explode.
Throw a trade magazine (just not this one).

Squeeze the stuffing out of one of those stress
balls. Scream into a pillow.

Maybe even try banging your shoe on your
desk.

Hey, you know what? This actually feels
pretty good.

Roger Snow is a senior vice president with Scien-
tific Games. The views and opinions expressed in
this article are those of the author and do not nec-
essarily reflect the views and opinions of Scientific
Games Corporation or its affiliates.
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Ironically, the seeds of the Mirage originated on the opening
night of Caesars Palace in August 1966. Jay Sarno, Las Vegas’
Mozart, welcomed the world to his greatest creation, a fantasy
resort unlike any on earth. Among the guests was Stephen Alan

Wynn, a 24-year-old “Connecticuter” recently graduated from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in English literature. 

The following year, Steve and Elaine Wynn moved to Las Vegas, be-
coming active members of the business community, which eventually
enabled them to acquire an interest in and operate the Golden Nugget
casino on Fremont Street in 1971. 

Scoring the Piece
Under Wynn, the property was transformed. More sophisticated and
ambitious than his Fremont peers, many of whom were old-school oper-
ators, Wynn sought to synthesize his wide range of influences in psy-
chology, art and design into the casino environment. The Wynns, and a
team that would remain close for many years, made the Nugget Down-
town’s premier resort, opening a first hotel tower in 1977. By 1980, it
surpassed some Strip resorts in terms of revenue.

The Golden Nugget’s success was gaining notice, and as Atlantic
City became the second U.S. jurisdiction to allow gambling, Wynn went
back East, finally able to implement a ground-up design. 

Certainly not the biggest in that market (with 506 rooms), the Golden
Nugget Atlantic City soon became the highest-grossing casino in town, sur-
passing much larger competitors. It was sold in 1987 after Wynn’s hypothe-
sis had proved correct: it wasn’t about the casino, it was about the customer.

In Las Vegas in the mid-1980s, there had been no new large Strip devel-
opment since the first MGM Grand in 1973, which had been sold and re-
branded as Bally’s. Scarred by the tragic 1980 MGM fire, majority owner
Kirk Kerkorian had withdrawn from the industry. Las Vegas giant Caesars
World was focused on Atlantic City, and Bennett and Pennington’s publicly
traded Circus Circus Enterprises was investing in Reno and Laughlin. 

The famed Dunes fell into bankruptcy, as did the Riviera. Sarno died in
1984, and his planned 6,000-room Grandissimo resort went with him. The
local scuttlebutt was all about Imperial Palace owner Ralph Engelstadt’s
Nazi-themed parties, the unwinding of Howard Hughes’ vast legacy and on-
going conflict between the city’s casinos and the Culinary Workers Union. 

Las Vegas banker E. Parry Thomas was an enabler of Las Vegas’ growth
to date. A strong supporter of Wynn, he ensured that Wynn was able to
grow his businesses in Las Vegas, creating jobs and revenues for all. Wynn’s
ambitious Victoria Bay, which was aborted, and the Golden Nugget Center
Strip (which would become the Mirage) were outside the scope of Thomas’
financial influence. The only comparable casino construction at that time in
Las Vegas was made by Meshulam Riklis at the Riviera. Riklis was a financier

The Mirage Turns 30

botanicvolcanicdynamichistoric
Las Vegas, hospitality management and strategic thinking changed forever on 
November 22, 1989, when the Mirage opened its doors. Steve Wynn served as both
composer and conductor of a near-flawless, high-risk composition, bringing 
together an orchestra of talent for a perfect crescendo. By Oliver Lovat
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pioneering high-interest-bearing bonds to finance multiple business ventures.
One of his associates, Michael Milken, had emulated this structure to finance
the expansion and construction of the Golden Nugget projects. For the Mirage,
the duo raised $535 million in bonds out of the $620 million required for the
project. As they took Riklis’ model to new heights, Wynn and Milken became
close friends. A site was assembled to the north of Caesars Palace, including
Hughes’ Castaways casino.

Building the Stage
“The Mirage was everybody’s opportunity to do our best work—and Steve de-
manded that we all do our best work,” says Barry Shier, former executive vice
president, marketing and hotel operations, Mirage Resorts.

“Steve was the greatest visionary since Walt Disney, and he surrounded him-
self with the right team,” says Marc Schorr, president and chief operating officer,
Golden Nugget Laughlin, and later president of the Mirage and finally COO of
Wynn Resorts.

Building the Mirage was an ensemble act. The development team was led
by architect Joel Bergman, one of the most experienced casino architects in the
country, famed for his eye for detail. He joined Martin Stern’s practice in 1968
and had worked on new build and remodels of everything from the Desert Inn
to the Sands, Flamingo and the original MGM Grand before joining the
Golden Nugget team in 1978 at the age of 42. He was the oldest guy there.
Bergman’s partner was Paul Steelman, an Atlantic City native, who joined when
the company was based on the East Coast. 

Wynn and Bergman worked closely together, the former offering enormous
creative input with ferocious intensity and expectation, the latter linking all as-
pects of Wynn’s imagination into architectural form. Roger Thomas, who has
since become a design icon, was an integral part of team, working alongside
Wynn for decades. “We instituted a new paradigm for Las Vegas,” he says. “This
was not a casino resort, this was a resort with a casino.”

Unlike “replitecture,” a phrase coined by Thomas to denote literal theming,
the Mirage was a case of “evocatecture,” where the impression of something is
used to inspire the language and sensibilities of the design. The subtlety of this is
often lost in the interpretation of the visual. 

DeRuyter Butler, who leads Wynn Design Architecture and worked closely
with Wynn on the Mirage and subsequent projects, offers insights into how so-
phisticated the process was in developing the cognitive experience. 

“We tried to appeal to all the natural senses to heighten the emotional re-

sponse to all aspects of the environment,” he says. “We went to great lengths to make
the water white on the volcano and waterfalls, creating a texture on the rock to pro-
duce micro-bubbles giving the white effect seen in our customers’ idealized fantasy. 

“Skin tone looks most attractive in firelight—that is what we were aiming for.
The lighting was deliberate, designed to give off a warm, cozy, friendly coloration.
We were the first property to scent our property. The smell of the Mirage was a
distinctive pina colada, evoking an exotic location.”

Nothing to date had ever been built on the scale of the Mirage, yet the design-
ers had one thing at the forefront of every decision: the customer. 

“There were hundreds, if not thousands of sketches,” recalls Alan Feldman,
who oversaw public and media relations at Mirage Resorts.

Unlike contemporary casinos seeking to build points of entry near the side-
walk, hoping to lure in pedestrians, the Mirage was set back from the Strip, in-
spired by Sarno’s decision to extend the resort experience to street level. Archways
over the drive deliberately delineated the fantasy from the mundane. The afore-
mentioned white waterfalls, statues and lush landscaping combined to form a
grand entrance and sense of arrival at an unmistakable destination. 

“Steve told me he wanted us to create an oasis in the middle of a dry, arid
desert. He wanted orchids and other tropical foliage, so I told him we would need
to control the environment by taking it inside,” recalls Don Brinkerhoff, CEO of
Lifescapes International and longstanding Wynn collaborator.

Customers crossed the wooden bridge through the glass-domed tropical rain-
forest, which offered an ethereal feel. The sound of the waterfall and enveloping
winding trees signaled a statement of arrival—an Instagram moment in the Po-
laroid age. Originally conceived as a sunken bar with heavy foliage by legendary
interior designer Henry “Bud” Conversano, the design team did not want the cus-
tomer to walk directly into the casino on arrival, but sought to convey the essence
of a resort, setting the tone for the customer journey ahead. 

“No one had ever designed such a verdant, tropical experience until the Mi-
rage,” remembers Brinkerhoff. “And we all participated in its creation in an evolu-
tionary way. We collectively set the stage for experiential destinations.”

The only ways to see the volcano erupt was from the rooms at the front of the
hotel or from outside the building. “It became a great marketing tool. If this is
what they have on the outside for free, can you imagine what they have on the in-
side?” muses Schorr. 

The gas in the outdoor volcano was infused with a coconut scent, ostensibly to
mask the pungent odor, but as an unintended outcome, triggering a positive cere-
bral reaction among spectators.  

“When we built the Mirage,
we spent $620 million in a
city that had a $200 million
investment average.”
—Steve Wynn, speaking at G2E 2014
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post-modern marketing. The Mirage team were innovators in this
discipline. They were practitioners of customer research, with sig-
nificant investment made in sampling and studying the behaviors
and characteristics of their target customers. There was a focus on

new, unique and time-limited experiences, communicated via a variety of
media channels so customers could “discover” the Mirage. This approach was
in contrast to the industry norm of that time, and one that proved highly suc-
cessful. Feldman summarizes, “When communicating the resort, we never
showed the property. It was left to the imagination. Steve didn’t want devel-
oper speak. Whatever Donald Trump did, he wanted the opposite.” 
The Mirage design team created an entertainment-driven casino resort,

capturing imagination, speculation and aspiration in the marketing and fash-
ioning the discipline of customer-centric, emotional architecture within the
physical environment.

The Orchestra 
Wynn composed and conducted to a pulsating cadence, forcing others to
work to his beat; they developed best practices into the culture, decades before
others had even defined it. As in a true orchestra, many competing players
vied for prominence at any given moment. At times the tension was evident,
but everyone played to the ambition of the piece.
“Elaine (Wynn) in particular was always integral in the design meetings,”

says Thomas. “Steve looked to her incredible taste and understanding of what
people wanted.”
“There were a lot of quality people working at the Mirage,” recalls Bill

Hornbuckle, vice president of hotel operations in 1989, and today president
of MGM Resorts International, the company that operates the Mirage. “Steve
Wynn and the Mirage group had vision, bravado and courage, and delivered
quality and attention to detail on a large scale.” 

Once the name was chosen, La Mirage Casino and the Mirage Motel both
agreed to relinquish their names—for a price. The iconic Mirage logo with the
five colored palm trees was created by Clement Mok, who has also designed for
Apple. Bergman’s original font remains on the top of the building and mar-
quee, with the more stylized logo everywhere else. 
“If you were in New York, Miami or Chicago, you would see the fancifully

colored Mirage palm tree logo on bags everywhere,” recalls Butler. Today, Las
Vegas has become one of the most important and credible brand curators in
America—an impossible thought in 1989, but one that started with the Mirage.
For entertainment, Wynn turned to Siegfried and Roy, the German illu-

sionists performing at the New Frontier. They were unique entertainers, bring-
ing with them 58 white tigers and 19 white lions, all rare endangered species.
Wynn sought to integrate them fully into the property. Real tigers were on dis-
play adjacent to the pedestrian entrance and at the rear of the property in a spe-
cially constructed habitat. 
From opening night on February 1, 1990, the 1,500-seat auditorium was

sold out twice nightly. Siegfried and Roy became as famous as the Mirage, with
the show generating upwards of $40 million per annum in ticket revenues and
an immeasurable amount in media imprints. This was especially important in
reaching the international customers who had more vacation days than Ameri-
cans and typically traveled longer. Thanks to the Mirage, Las Vegas was on its
way to becoming an international tourist destination.
With Siegfried and Roy and their tigers, the Mirage could communicate

globally, one of the earliest examples of a movement that was to be defined as

“No one had ever designed
such a verdant, tropical 
experience until the Mirage.
We collectively set the stage
for experiential destinations.”
—Don Brinkerhoff, CEO, Lifescapes 
International 
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“Bobby Baldwin was the key. He had a great memory and strategic mind,”
observes Arte Nathan, vice president of human resources at Mirage, himself a
vital part of the team.

Wynn recruited talent from outside Las Vegas, but Baldwin knew casinos
inside-out. As a former professional poker player, he was well-versed in culture
and operations. “He had the ability to take Wynn’s vision into a structured
commercial product,” says Butler, who in turn converted the conversations be-
tween executives into architectural drawings. When it opened, Baldwin was
made the first president of the Mirage.

“We looked at Caesars and the Hilton. All the properties were built out-
side-in. What we did differently was to build inside-out. We built the Mirage
for operational functionality,” says Schorr. “We built a tunnel system to a giant
warehouse to service the central kitchen, which led to all our restaurants being
operated more efficiently than anything seen before.”  

Nobody had to walk more than 300 feet from the elevator to their room,
and when the doors opened, customers faced windows with an open view. All
this was deliberate. Having built the Golden Nuggets, Wynn knew not all of
his customers were high rollers, but they all wanted to feel like they were.   

“Our mission was to keep the promise,” notes Nathan. “That promise was
to both the guests and the employees. We were terrified to disappoint Steve.”

The 3,044 rooms were based not on forecasted demand or even optimal
revenues but on delivering the uppermost customer experience at scale. Shier
recalls detailed studies conducted on time and space to optimize all aspects,
from room service delivery times to how far customers had to walk. 

“What was remarkable about the Mirage was all the firsts we did,” says

Shier, who joined the Golden Nugget from the Waldorf-Astoria in New York.
“No other resort built had such volume. There were 30 desks at check-in, in
front of the world’s largest single-tank aquarium. We went to Chicago to study
how baggage was handled at the airport, seeking a solution to avoid thousands
of bags being transported to the rooms without being dragged through the
casino.” 

The solution was a mezzanine holding space, but even this was backed up as
customers did not immediately head to their rooms as expected, but stopped for
hours to marvel at the resort, which left the bell desk with thousands of bags all
requiring delivery at the same time, when guests finally made it to their rooms,
hours after check-in. 

“The Strip guys saw us as Downtown operators and didn’t realize we had ex-
perience with high rollers in Atlantic City,” observes Schorr, yet the manage-
ment team didn’t appreciate the demand that there would be within the VIP
market. The first improvement was enlarging the baccarat room. The second
was building VIP villas. Both were done within months and paid off nearly im-
mediately.

Typically, room sales were split into thirds among the various departments—
tourism, casino and conventions—each filling their target quotas. Feldman re-
calls, “Some of the worst fights I saw in the industry were between the
convention, tourist and casino teams, arguing about room mix.” At the Mirage,
everyone wanted more rooms.

“The Mirage is the grandfather of modern Las Vegas, and 30 years later the
formula that we used there still works,” observes Hornbuckle, one of the few ex-
ecutives with senior leadership roles at Mirage, Caesars and MGM.

With Siegfried and Roy and their tigers,
the Mirage could communicate globally, 

one of the earliest examples of a 
movement that was to be defined as 

post-modern marketing. The Mirage team
were innovators in this discipline. 
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Backstage
Shier believes that a common purpose emanated around the philosophies of
Steve Wynn, who had absorbed customer engagement from working in his fa-
ther’s bingo halls. Whatever their background or means, every customer was to
be treated with respect and dignity. 

A decade before Heskett was forming the Customer Service Profit Chain at
Harvard, Wynn knew that if frontline staff—whether dealers, dancers or door-
men—were empowered and happy, this would lead to better engagement and
customer satisfaction. 

Everybody at the Mirage had badges with their names but not their job ti-
tles. Instead, the badges said where they came from. 

“We wanted guests to have conversations with our employees,” says Schorr. 
This was part of the relentless focus on training to ensure that everyone felt

connected and valued as individuals. Not only were the staff there to serve, and
do that well; they were part of the guest experience, bringing a sense of intimacy
which could have easily been lost in the grandeur and scale of the property. 

Famously, the back-of-house at the Mirage broke new grounds. The daily
employee journey was considered part of the resort design, minimizing walk

time and designed to make the employees calm, confident and happy. The em-
ployee dining room was nicer than many restaurants.

Making employees central to the project enabled the Mirage to overcome what
many believed was an intractable problem in Las Vegas at that time: could casinos
and the Culinary Union work together without conflict? Wynn, Shier and Nathan,
alongside union leaders, rewrote the contract between casinos and employees, for
the first time incorporating overall customer satisfaction into the job description of
every employee. 

The Audience
On the morning of the opening, columnist John L. Smith fired a warning shot in
the Las Vegas Review Journal. He predicted a “hangover” for Las Vegas and said, like
Jonah, Wynn was about to be consumed by his whale (of debt). Not since IBM’s
Thomas Watson claimed that there would be a world market for maybe five com-
puters had anyone been so wide of the mark. Smith was wrong. Biblically so.

“We were scared as all hell,” reminisces Schorr. 
“We were paranoid that people wouldn’t come. But once the doors opened

and seeing the mad rush, all our fears were eased,” adds Butler.

“The Mirage is the grandfather of modern
Las Vegas, and 30 years later the formula
that we used there still works.” 
—Bill Hornbuckle, President, MGM Resorts International
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who closed his career at MGM earlier this year.
“When we built the Mirage, we spent $620 million in

a city that had a $200 million investment average. Caesars
Palace had a glass ceiling, they had won $400 million; no
one had done over $300 million, except Caesars,” said
Steve Wynn at G2E in 2014. “When we built the Mirage,
we built things without a cash register. The Mirage won over
$500 million, the first casino in the history of Nevada. What
was interesting about that was that the Mirage had $600
million in non-gaming revenue and at no time at the Mirage
did its gaming revenue exceed its non-gaming revenue.”
Joel Bergman left Mirage in 1993, designing the new

towers for Caesars Palace and Paris, opposite Bellagio. He died in 2016. By the
time Henry Conversano passed in 2018, he had designed for Harrah, Wynn,
Kerzner and Trump, creating the feel for hundreds of projects around the world.
Paul Steelman has become a global architectural leader, building resorts on mul-
tiple continents, including leading the development of Macau. DeRuyter Butler
and Roger Thomas continued to define and refine their work. Today their aes-
thetic is considered the pinnacle of luxury hospitality design, experienced exclu-
sively at Wynn properties.  
A generation since its opening, we can now fully evaluate the Mirage. Those

involved with the opening were fortunate to be part of such a monumental proj-
ect, part of a hand-picked team, working under a virtuoso at his peak.
Steve Wynn has a unique a mastery of customer psychology. He built a lead-

ership team and a unique physical environment. With his employees, he con-
nected with customers on emotional as well as functional levels, leading to a
heightened sense of belonging. 
To be in a town like Las Vegas in the 1980s and have the vision for some-

thing so truly grandiose yet intricate, so sophisticated yet accessible, so aspira-
tional yet so universal, would have been a desert delusion to anyone else, but
like a conductor with his back turned to the audience, Wynn could see it all.
This is the timeless legacy of the Mirage. It must not be forgotten. 

Oliver Lovat FRICS leads the Denstone Group, which offers strategic advice and
consultancy on customer-facing, asset-backed investment and development, with a
focus on casino resorts. He is a Fellow of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
and visiting faculty at Cass Business School, City, University of London. Visit
www.denstone-re.com.

Special thanks to MGM Resorts, Wynn Resorts, Lifescapes International, the Las
Vegas Convention & Visitors Authority, Steelman and Partners, UNLV Special Col-
lections and the executives who commented for this piece.

Editor’s Note: A longer version of this story with more extensive interviews and nu-
ance can be found online at GGBMagazine.com.
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“I remember as if it were yesterday,” says Hornbuckle. “The barriers on the
street were removed and immediately a crowd of 25,000 people began running
up both sides of the drive through the front door—I had to jump over the front
desk!”
“Although we were overrun, everyone was calm,” remembers Nathan. “That

proved the success of our training strategy.”
“The Mirage marked the transition between yesterday and tomorrow,” says

John O’Reilly, former chairman of the Nevada Gaming Commission. “It was the
most intense time in the history of Las Vegas.”
In 1988, 17.2 million people visited Las Vegas, producing $3.1 billion in

gaming revenue. By 1990, the first full year of the Mirage, nearly 21 million peo-
ple generated $4.1 billion in gaming revenue. Never in the history of Las Vegas
had there been so much growth, so quickly. The effects over the next decade were
astonishing. 

Rivals challenged the Mirage’s success, initially by imitating and then inno-
vating easily identified aspects. The Mirage was purportedly themed, so the Strip
went through a phase of themed properties rising from the desert, disregarding
Thomas’ nuance. The Mirage had lush landscaping and an iconic pool; many
new properties featured lush landscaping and vast pool areas. The Mirage had
Siegfried and Roy. Las Vegas saw magicians galore, some staying the distance,
others disappearing. As 13 new properties opened in the next decade, everyone
improved their offering to compete with the Mirage. The quality and range of
amenities in the city was elevated, turning Las Vegas into a destination that would
lead it to become the entertainment capital of the world.
Nothing challenged the primacy of the Mirage until Mirage Resorts’ own

Bellagio, arguably the pinnacle in Las Vegas resort development. 
“With the Mirage, all we could see were the mistakes,” says Schorr. “We

made them better for the Bellagio and then fixed those mistakes for the Wynn,
but without the Mirage, there could have been no Bellagio.”
The Mirage tested the theory that Las Vegas could be a leading resort destina-

tion for the world’s elite. The Bellagio proved it on scale. 
In 2000, MGM Grand, Inc. acquired Mirage Resorts for $6.4 billion to form

MGM Mirage. Nik Rytterstrom, today’s president of the Mirage, worked at the
property 20 years ago and has spent the past 20 years with MGM Resorts. 
“The brand has stood the test of time,” he says. “We have many employees

here who opened the Mirage and many guests that have been loyal over the
decades. As they have matured so has the property, reinventing to meet their
needs, but we are still true to the original vision of a high-amenity tropical escape.”

Ovation
Wynn was the Leonard Bernstein of Las Vegas—a rare combination of master
composer and legendary conductor. 
Throughout the history of the industry, only a handful of true innovators

have seen their visions realized. Of that select group, only a couple have been able
to translate those dreams into successful operating businesses. 
“One of the foundational characteristics of Steve and the company was to re-

spect the past, but to find a new way to present it for a new era,” says Feldman,

“We tried to appeal to
all the natural senses to
heighten the emotional
response to all aspects
of the environment.”
— DeRuyter Butler, Wynn Design
Architecture principal 

  1988 1990 2000 % Change % Change
  (Pre-Mirage) (Post-Mirage) (10 Years After) 88-90 88-2000

Visitor Volume 17,199,808 20,954,420 35,849,691 21.8% 108.4%

Room Inventory 61,394 73,730 124,270 20.1% 102.4%

Room Tax $38,175,535 $49,493,569 $130,550,852 29.6% 242.0%

Air Passengers 16,231,199 19,089,684 36,865,866 17.6% 127.1%

CA/NV Drive 3,003,247 3,751,181 5,951,009 24.9% 98.2%

CC Gaming revenue $3,136,901,000 $4,104,001,000 $ 7,671,252,000 30.8% 144.5%
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The Tipping Point
Defining the future of 
casino gaming

O
ne of our key takeaways from Global Gaming
Expo 2019 was palpable introspection sur-

rounding recent organizational and structural
changes among large-cap casino operators, and general confusion regarding
the strategic direction of the casino segment—the typical regional or desti-
nation bricks-and-mortar casinos—of the gaming industry. 

The uncertainty regarding the future direction of casinos and casino
companies is the result of several converging influences. First, traditional
growth opportunities through market expansion have diminished. Second,
with the combination of generational change and the rise of new and in
some cases disruptive technologies, there is difficulty in understanding what
gaming products and amenities will be most desirable in the future.

This has afforded equipment manufacturers and content providers a seat
at the table in charting the future path of the industry. The result of these
changes appears to be an understated reorganization, led by large-cap com-
panies that just a decade ago were working through high leveraged positions
in the fallout of the Great Recession. 
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While not an ominous or negative reflection on the industry, there is
growing acknowledgement among observers that change is in the air, both in
North America and globally. As we explore this thesis, it becomes clear that
uncertainty is not so much a question of the survivability of casino gaming as
a question of what gaming companies and properties will look like and who
their customers and most important sources of revenue will be in the future. 

Geographic vs. Technology-Based Expansion
The Innovation Group became active in the gaming industry in the early
1990s when the development trajectory for gaming was straightforward, at
least from a North American point of view. The key product was bricks-and-
mortar casinos, with emerging markets opening regularly. Although the size
and brands of companies varied, they were all offering a similar product to a
similar player, namely slot-heavy gaming experiences predominantly in “lo-
cals” markets for middle- to older-aged customers.

This is not to take away from the handful of highly successful destina-
tion markets, or their influence on the diversification of non-gaming
amenity offerings. But the bulk of revenue being generated was and remains
in regional markets through high-frequency local players.  

So what is changing? First, the insidiously decreasing number of new
markets for expansion; and then shifting preferences of new-generation play-
ers entering the market. 

2020 Vision
T

he next time the year will line up the same way it will next year will be in a thousand and 10 years, 3030. If just
for that fact alone, the year 2020 will be auspicious, but when you add all the events scheduled to happen next
year, 2020 will truly be special. On the international scene 2020 will be a year of change—for the better or for

the worse? That’s TBD. 
        In gaming, we’re not immune to that change, and most observers would agree that the industry is about to change
radically. From rapidly advancing technology to saturation and competition across the board, gaming will look different
in the next few years than it does now. In our annual sneak peek at the things likely to impact gaming in 2020, we’ve
called on several experts and astute observers to give their opinions on how and why gaming will change and what it
will mean to the rest of us. So get ready; change is coming. 

1.
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Few Emerging Jurisdictions
As a practical matter, the number of brand-new casino gaming markets is quite
limited. Internationally, Japan remains a high-profile target. Brazil had been a
more measured second hot market, but more recently, the route to enabling
legislation is unclear. Ukraine is the most recent international growth market
to raise its hand, if that says anything about the “world” of opportunities. And
in North America, only Virginia stands out as a high-potential new market,
among a handful of lackluster expansion programs (Illinois, Pennsylvania, On-
tario, etc.) all met with understandable skepticism.

New Technologies and New Players
The prevailing theme for gaming industry growth has
clearly shifted from opening new markets to cultivating
new platforms. New games fortified by new technologies,
with a definitive online emphasis, have taken the spot-
light. Over the last decade, online gaming—now includ-
ing sports betting—is the most visible route for
expansion, and is dominating the dialogue. This trend
opens new cyber-geographies, and can be more appealing
in certain formats than traditional casino gaming to
younger players. However, the balance of control remains
ambiguous as casino owners and operators, online and
sports betting operators, and even regulators (gaming
commissions and lotteries) sort out how the opportunities
will be divided. 

The Limitations of Organic Growth 
The shift in growth opportunities from traditional loca-
tion-based growth markets to online, and the emergence
of new generational preferences, have left gaming companies at a crossroads.
Some companies are addressing same-store growth by reinvesting in amenities
and expansion where gaming is permitted.

However, the return on such investments is generally lower than initial
phases of development. Even adding sports betting or other online games
within existing properties, an immediate and low-capital opportunity in some
markets, offers limited revenue upside. And while exposure to new technolo-
gies has forged some congruence with video, social gaming and esports, the
route to player engagement and revenue upside is fleeting. 

Some companies like MGM Resorts and Caesars Entertainment—in its
prior machination—have attempted expansion outside of gaming in the main-
stream hospitality space. While these campaigns seem like a logical way to
leverage brands and expertise, they have also been distractions from the core
casino business; and hotel competitors have strong loyalty networks built on
different consumer touch points which are difficult to penetrate meaningfully. 

Future Consolidation or Disaggregation?
So what other growth or operating strategies are available to large traditional
casino companies? Here are a few trends we are seeing:

Portfolio Concentration: As Eldorado-Caesars reinvents itself, there seems
to be consensus that the company will focus on its stable North American assets,
and it has already abandoned several high-profile international efforts. Similarly,
Penn National Gaming (now with Pinnacle) has taken a definitively domestic
view of the industry. And those larger companies operating internationally (LVS,

Wynn, Genting) have refocused on $1 billion revenue
plus opportunities, which is pretty much limited to Japan
at the moment. We expect to see further disaggregation of
domestic and international activity, save some very as-
sertive Native American operators like Seminole Hard
Rock and Mohegan Gaming who appear to be leveraging
their domestic business advantages abroad.

Real Estate Redux: MGM’s sale of Bellagio to
Blackstone is just the most recent, albeit high-profile, sale
of underlying casino real estate. The move follows similar
transactions at the portfolio and property levels over the
last decade. However, there seems to be an acceleration of
such sales, and more interest in casino asset accumulation
by the real estate sector. We are watching to see whether
REITs and real estate-driven private equity funds chart a
strategic path in gaming. 

New Business Combinations: We believe further
consolidation and strategic relationships between casino
operating companies and new gaming products and serv-
ice providers could be rational. The focus on data and
customer relationships should be a driver. There have

been partial steps here in limited areas: Penn National’s foray into VLTs, or the
Rush Street and Churchill Downs syndication of sports betting expertise. Cer-
tainly from the equipment manufacturing side of the business, companies like
IGT are as much casino operators as suppliers in certain markets. 

The casino industry has been arguably insular in many ways since its incep-
tion, relying on its tried-and-true business model. Amid the uncertainties that we
have painted above, there is also acknowledgement of the resilience of casino
gaming. The demise of Las Vegas was predicted as a result of early-stage regional
market expansion, and then saturation within those regional markets became the
worry. Yet the industry has continued to provide a reasonable return on invest-
ment overall. It is true that we do not fully understand what the next generation
of gamers or guests will expect. But this issue is hardly confined to casino compa-
nies. Drawing from the creativity and ingenuity of this generation itself might be
the right antidote.
—Michael Soll, President, The Innovation Group

The sale of Caesars Palace and its corporate
owner, Caesars Entertainment, to Eldorado
Resorts is indicative of massive changes that
are coming to the gaming industry in 2020
and beyond

The shift in growth 
opportunities from 
traditional location-

based growth 
markets to online,

and the emergence
of new generational 
preferences, have

left gaming 
companies at a

crossroads.
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is now a tiny display on a corner of the monitor, so the video of the race in
an HHR machine now occupies a 2-inch square in the corner of the display,
or not even visible at all. 

Players hungry for slot machines in states without casino gaming are
eating these games up, and in states such as Kentucky, with a consistent pat-
tern of failure when it comes to passing casino legislation, HHR is seen
more and more as an acceptable substitute for slots to generate revenue for
the state—and to subsidize purses and otherwise provide revenue to prop up
legendary racetracks like Churchill Downs.

HHR machines have survived a flurry of court cases and legislative bat-
tles in various states—starting with the first one, Arkansas, where the assem-
bly altered the law in 1999 to authorize historical racing by removing a
requirement that simulcast races be shown live. 

In Oregon, HHR machines at tracks were installed, removed and in-
stalled again, as the state attorney general worked to shut down the games,
which he called illegal slot machines. Eventually, the state passed a law to
specifically legalize the racing machines.

Wyoming experienced a similar back-and-forth, with machines at four
off-track betting parlors removed after the state Supreme Court ruled them
illegal in 2006. As in Oregon, state legislators passed a law in 2013 specifi-
cally authorizing the machines, which are now in operation at 14 betting
parlors across the state.

But perhaps the most prominent acceptance of HHR machines as a rev-
enue-generator is at the famous home of the Kentucky Derby, which went
all-in on the games after that state’s Supreme Court ruled in February 2014
that the Horse Racing Commission could legally authorize the games. (The
case settled lawsuits against several Kentucky tracks offering the machines.)

Last year, Churchill Downs opened Derby City Gaming, a trackside,
85,000-square-foot gaming parlor featuring now featuring around 900
HHR machines, along with food service and a bar. The fact the operator is
now shelling out for a major hotel addition with a 1,000-machine gaming
parlor is itself testament to the popularity of HHR with the state’s players.

Meanwhile, the overall footprint of HHR machines continues to grow.
Last April, an HHR parlor opened at the only racetrack in Virginia, Colo-
nial Downs—which had been shuttered since 2014. The Virginia operator,
Peninsula Pacific, has opened at least three other off-track betting locations
in the state with HHR machines. Other states, including Nebraska, Idaho
and Texas, have toyed with the idea of adding the machines, with attorneys
general leading battles against making them legal.

While states like Virginia and Kentucky are likely to have real casinos
before too long, historical racing is a growing option for states that do not
allow casino gaming.
—Frank Legato

Derby City Gaming at
Churchill Downs in Kentucky
has nearly 1,000 historic
horse racing machines

And… They’re Off!
Historical horse racing machines
fill the void where racing is legal
but slot machines are not

C
hurchill Downs Inc. last month revealed de-
tails of its plans for a $300 million hotel and

gaming facility at is flagship racetrack in
Louisville, Kentucky. Plans call for a seven-story, 156-room hotel stationed
at the first turn of the storied race course, with covered balconies allowing
hotel guests to watch races from their rooms.

Plans also call for a casino, with a main floor featuring around 1,000
gaming machines. The unusual part of this fact? Slot machines are illegal in
Kentucky.

The games slated for the new hotel and gambling parlor at Churchill
Downs look and behave pretty much like any slot machine on a Las Vegas
casino floor. But they’re not slot machines. They are part of a growing
trend in states like Kentucky, Arkansas, Virginia and others where casino
gaming is officially illegal, but horse racing is not. They are historical horse
racing (HHR) machines, sometimes called instant racing, and the demand
for these games is providing a vital shot in the arm for the long-fading
horse racing industry.

First introduced in Arkansas in 1999, HHR machines, at their most
basic, allow players to bet on the outcome of a random historical race se-
lected from a video library of more than 60,000 previous races. The player
can view “skill graph” charts from the Daily Racing Form showing informa-
tion such a winning percentages for horses, trainers and jockeys entered in
the race (without identifying the date or location of the race itself ). Thus,
the machines qualify as wagering on races, rather than a slot machine.

Early versions of HHR looked more like self-service terminals in a race
book than a slot machine. Players would view information, pick their
horses, and then watch video of all or a portion of the race picked for them
by the machine’s computer.

However, similar to the transformation of electronic bingo games into
today’s Class II machines that are hard to distinguish from a slot machine,
technology intervened to the benefit of HHR. The key change was a
“Handi Helper,” “Auto-Cap” or some other feature allowing the computer
to make horse selections on the player’s behalf. Wagers are then placed into
“betting pools” for different possible outcomes, displayed—you guessed
it—as slot-style reel results.

And of course, just as with Class II electronic bingo, all of this prepara-
tion happens in an instant, meaning the actual play of an HHR machine is
very similar to playing a slot machine. As the bingo card on a Class II game
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The Cashless Crisis
When will casinos allow customers to live a real
life on the gaming floor?

Y
ou wake up in the morning, get to the gym, which you paid for three
months ago via PayPal on their website. After the workout, you stop at Star-

bucks on the way home to grab a venti double latté and wave your phone in
front of the payment device. For lunch, you get takeaway delivered from the cor-
ner deli, with payments going through Grubhub.

In the afternoon, you arrange a business trip to San Francisco, booking a
short flight, paid for on the airline’s website. Instead of a hotel, you opt for a
nice Airbnb with a view of the bay, all arranged on the Airbnb app. Next comes
a business dinner with clients that you reserved through OpenTable, getting you
one step closer to a free meal. Finally home, you luck out with a parking space
close to your apartment, paid for via SpotHero. 

Tomorrow will be more of the same, except instead of a business dinner,
you’re going to a casino at night. While you can rent a room, buy a drink and
dinner and show, in the casino, none of the apps, cards, or sites will be of any
help. You’ll need CASH to play. WTF?!!

It’s a cashless society, and casinos are out of step. Even online casinos have a
better track record of payment processing than their bricks-and-mortar cousins.
But it’s not going to stay that way. 

Joe Pappano is senior vice president and managing director of Worldpay
Gaming, and has been working on payment processing in gaming for more than
20 years. He says the goal is to convert casinos to the real world. 

“Integrated resorts want to create one unified, one frictionless experience for
the consumer,” he says. “And that springs from the rollout of online gaming and
sports betting. They want an omni-channel solution. And the common denomi-
nator in all that is payments. That becomes the nucleus of moving money in and
out, and everyone is aligning toward that same common goal.”

Pappano says payments solutions are highly innovative—you can buy things
with a phone, a wearable and even facial recognition. 

“The payments industry is moving at this rapid pace,” he says. “And the in-
flection point has been reached. It’s now part of the integrated resort. The pay-
ment companies—Visa, MasterCard, American Express—all now have this
tremendous appetite to support this industry, knowing that it’s very good busi-
ness.”

But the bifurcated activity that is currently required in the casino industry is
something of a roadblock. 

“There have been a lot of discussions with the regulators,” says Pappano.
“But in many of the jurisdictions, regulations don’t allow a financial instrument
to be utilized on the gaming floor.”

To get around that, Pappano says more education and awareness is needed.
And the issue of problem gambling needs to be addressed. 

“We need to develop an ecosystem from purely a responsible gaming per-

spective that provides a true audit of every financial transaction. This eliminates
the anonymous nature of cash coming onto the casino floor.”

Pappano says protections already exist that recognize unusual spending pat-
terns, and casinos would be inheriting these technologies and controls, where
gamblers can set limits. He says it’s time make this happen. 

“We need to grab the key stakeholders, work with the regulators, line up the
ancillary service providers, the networks, and the issuing banks, because now we
have the aggressive support from the financial institutions,” he says. 

Much of that support has come with the legalization of sports betting. Pap-
pano says several important banks—Citizens Bank, TD Bank and Wells Fargo—
have moved to support sports betting via mobile or at the retail sportsbook. He
says it’s a huge advance from 2013 when online gaming was legalized in three
states and few banks would take the risk. He says that only three major financial
institutions need to be convinced—Bank of America, Chase and Capital One. 

“We feel quite bullish that BofA and Chase will support the online gaming or
sports betting market,” he says. “Capital One may take a bit longer because they
are largely credit-centric.”

He points out that Discover and American Express, which have never partici-
pated in any type of gambling transactions, are also now on board. 

“This is important,” he says. “In the U.S. market, because unlike the rest of
the world where there are hundreds of different payment methods and currencies,
there’s a common payment ecosystem—a single payment system that works
seamlessly among all 50 states. It’s been an industry-wide collaboration to drive
change.”

It’s also important, says Pappano, because we are a cashless society today, and
if there is ever any hope of capturing the millennial generation, the casino busi-
ness has to evolve. 

“They’re already coming in to the nightclubs and not using cash in there,” he
says. “So if they’re every going to infiltrate the gaming floor, how are they going
to conduct that activity? We live in a world of instant gratification, and we dictate
what we want to buy, how we want to buy it and when we want to buy it. That
same consumer experience—at the same time protecting the integrity of those
transactions—has to be done responsibly, with the appropriate controls and veloc-
ity. If you can do it in other parts of the integrated resort, there’s no reason it
can’t be done in the casino.”
—Patrick Roberts

3.
“Integrated resorts
want to create one
unified, one frictionless
experience for the
consumer. And that
springs from the roll-

out of online gaming and sports
betting. They want an omni-channel
solution. And the common 
denominator in all that is payments.”
—Joe Pappano, Senior Vice President and Managing Director,
Worldpay Gaming
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Too Much 
Testosterone
Why women in gaming feel
like no one’s listening

I
was born to a father who I rarely saw sober and
a mother who tried with all of her might to stay

up with him. They were both also serious smokers. As a baby, every time I was
held by either of them, I experienced the smells of alcohol and tobacco. These
became the smells of love for me.

At 17, it was time for me to go off to college, and at some unconscious
level I knew I needed to get away from the insanity of my family. I picked a
place that seemed far, far away from Santa Paula, California. That place was
the University of Nevada, Reno.

The first place I went was the Nevada Club, an alleged mob-run joint on
the main drag in Reno, and as I walked in, I noticed something totally amaz-
ing. I was confronted with the smells of love—alcohol and tobacco. Add to
that the scantily clad cocktail servers and I believe it was ordained that night I
would spend my life in and about casinos, for it was all about love, and for the
last 48 years this has proven true.

I then entered the testosterone-laden industry of casino gambling where
women seemed to be props and commodities, and the men in charge were
hard-drinking and tough. They certainly did not share their emotions with
one another, for weakness, if identified, was a fault to be exploited. This be-
came the sociology of my life, and it is noteworthy I did quite well in this en-
vironment, or at least by all outward appearances it seemed I was doing well.

And then I turned 50.
At 50, I had everything a man could want in life. A beautiful and intelli-

gent wife, an incredible living environment, all of the commodities one could
ever dream of, and damn near everyone took my calls. 

I suspect this is why I thought it was strange I was writing suicide notes.
I chose to consult about this fact with, of all people, the chairman of the

Nevada Gaming Commission, and rather than saying “Let’s go have a drink and
talk about this,” he suggested I get in my car and drive to a hospital he knew of
in California. I followed his advice.

It seemed I suffered from clinical depression and had developed a million
ways to deal with it, and none of them were too healthy. I overdosed on work,
poker, relationships, sports watching, sports betting, drinking, and on and on it
went. I spent the next few years working to understand my brain and working to
ensure it did not destroy me. One of the main things I was told was I needed to
make a change, and the thing I needed to change was everything.

I have talked about this often over the last 20 years to industry groups and
in numerous classes. One of these environments was at the annual Executive De-
velopment Program put on by the University of Nevada. It was a session called
Richard’s Lunch, and it was often a hard session for me, for I would sometimes
break down in telling my story. I was always encouraged to do this talk by
(UNR Gaming Studies founder) Bill Eadington, and only stopped doing it with
his death.

Every time I gave this talk, no matter where it was, someone would get in
contact with me and suggest I was telling their story, and they wanted a way to
deal with it that did not involve the large variety of unhealthy survival tech-
niques many people employ to cope with life. I would try to nudge (or drag)
these people in the direction of help. This helped me feel better about me, and I
would like to think it helped them.

I came across a man by the name of Father Bob, who was a retired priest. I
lived with him for a bit and we also became fast friends. After I moved out of his
home, he would often call me and tell me we had to go do some good deeds,
and I needed to bring the Bank of Richard along, for often good deeds needed
financial aid.

Global Gaming Women is an organization that supports and mentors
women rising in the casino industry, complete with the group’s major
fundraiser at G2E, Kick Up Your Heels

4.
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Not only was Bob a priest but he was also a trained psychologist. He also
was wise. In our first discussion we talked for a bit and then he suggested what
I needed to concentrate on was becoming a man, a strange thing for a “success-
ful” man to hear at 50 years of age. He said I had a terrible notion of what a
man should be, probably brought on by my father and my industry of choice.
He suggested that what I had become was a mere caricature of what a man
should be. 
I have thought about this statement continually for the last 20 years, and in

my own inimical way, I have been trying to become a man. It has been a long
and slow haul.
Several years back I began writing about the industry of gaming with an

approach that was a bit unusual. I tried to be direct and I tried to be honest.
The industry is very good at applauding its benefits, but criticisms seemed to
belong in a black hole, and to discuss them in writing was apparently treason-
ous. 
One of the topics I have worked to address in my writing is the role of

women in the industry of gambling, but I think it morphed in my mind as
being about the treatment of women in the industry—and I think the treat-
ment of women in our industry is terrible. I have learned of a large number of
slights, both big and small, that women are subjected in the workplace daily.

Women from all over began sharing with me and helped me understand what it
is like for them to work in the industry. It has been a wakeup call.
At this point I am of the opinion the industry is broken with respect to its

gender issues, and aside from some cosmetic efforts, it is not changing. I would
also suggest if you do not believe this you are probably a male, probably terrible
at statistics, can’t see well, and are suffering a huge case of denial. This is unfor-
tunate, for discrimination against a class of people is a terrible thing. Moreover,
eliminating the voice of women in leadership decisions is a fool’s errand in
terms working to unleash the value of an enterprise. In short, it is bad ethics
and it is bad business.
What is the fix? I am not particularly optimistic here, for my diagnosis is

simply that many men do not care. Moreover, they have learned to act like they
do care with the smallest of gestures, but without working toward material
change. In essence, the system works well for them, and that apparently is good
enough. 
I believe that Father Bob would suggest that this is not how a man behaves,

but it is a caricature of a man.

—Richard Schuetz started dealing blackjack for Bill Harrah 47 years ago, and has
traveled the world as a casino executive, educator and regulator. 
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Warning Shots
Why taking responsible 
gambling seriously is the 
only option

U
ntil recently, neither government nor the
gaming industry has taken responsible gam-

bling very seriously. A number of trends are
likely to converge in 2020 that will challenge the status quo on responsible gam-
bling, particularly around the expansion of sports betting.  

Leadership
One development is that leadership in responsible gambling is coming from
many areas besides the casino industry. For example, by the end of 2020 almost
half of U.S. lotteries will have their responsible gambling plans certified by the
National Council on Problem Gambling through our Responsible Gambling
Verification program.

On the casino side, though, United States casino operators rely almost ex-
clusively on self-regulatory codes rather than independent, objective third-party
assessment. Looking globally, innovative, tech-savvy gaming companies in
Canada, Scandinavia and the United Kingdom are applying artificial intelli-
gence to predict customers who are at risk for problems and provide appropriate
interventions. 

Furthermore, international casino companies vying for licenses in countries
like Japan are realizing that responsible gambling standards are much higher in

many overseas jurisdictions. Furthermore, lax practices in their U.S. operations
reflect poorly on their suitability and sustainability.

At the same time, public backlash in a number of countries has led to adver-
tising bans, additional compliance requirements, aggressive regulatory oversight
and substantial fines, along with other restrictions. The U.S. casino industry
runs the risk of losing its lead in responsible gambling issues to other segments
such as the state lotteries or to international competitors in global markets. 

Sports Betting Expansion, Backlash
In NCPG’s November 2018 National Survey of Gambling Attitudes and Gam-
bling Experiences (NGAGE), two-thirds of the 28,000 respondents agreed that
both government and the gaming industry “should do more to help people with
a gambling addiction.” Looking at this in terms of the high-profile and rapid ex-
pansion of sports betting, additional public attention is needed with regards to
integrity and addiction concerns, particularly involving youth and college ath-
letes. 

Additionally, the NGAGE survey found adults who have bet on sports at
least once in the past year are twice as likely to report problematic behaviors as
other gamblers. Other research from the U.K. shows that mobile wagering, al-
lowing for instantaneous and immediate gambling, is associated with increased
gambling problems. Further risk factors for problem gambling include high-fre-
quency live in-game and proposition betting, increased advertising, perception
of sports betting as a skill, being young, male, a veteran and/or an athlete. 

Everyone talks about avoiding the backlash we are watching unfold in real

5.
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time in the U.K., but few are actually actively working to
build responsible gambling into their operations or provide
support for the only U.S. problem gambling safety net, which
is run by NCPG and primarily funded by gaming companies,
not government.     

Responsible Gambling Programs Rely
on Problem Gambling Services
We rightly celebrate high-profile casino programs, like Caesars Responsible
Gaming Ambassador program or MGM’s GameSense, and applaud the com-
prehensive regulation found in the Massachusetts Gaming Commission’s Re-
sponsible Gambling Framework 2.0. Yet these success stories may obscure a
fundamental flaw—that many states and companies do little or nothing on
problem gambling and responsible gambling issues. This results in an extremely
uneven patchwork of responsible gambling programs and problem gambling
services with significant variations among states and companies. 

The gaps may be widening as progressive gambling executives, far-sighted
regulators and aggressive advocates push those who are already doing well to do
more. Between 2013 and 2016, eight states cut their problem gambling budg-
ets, one eliminated funding entirely, and seven more stayed level. They joined
nine more states plus Washington, D.C. which dedicated no public funds. This
means in fully half the country, problem gambling services are stagnant, sinking
or non-existent. 

It is upon this uneven foundation that states, gambling operators and
leagues are rushing to legalize sports betting. Expanded gambling is often ac-
companied by increases in gambling problems, especially when there are few if

any harm minimization measures in place. Even states that
provided additional funds for problem gambling in their
sports betting bills are often starting from scratch, and it
often takes years to develop comprehensive programs. 

The rising tide of responsible gambling continues to
sweep across the gaming industry, and companies that do
not to step up increasingly risk being swept away. Other
industry verticals are outpacing the commercial and tribal

casino industry in responsible gambling. United States operators seeking licenses
overseas are encountering heightened expectations for responsible gambling pro-
grams in some of the most lucrative development destinations while witnessing
significant public, political and regulatory backlash in others. 

The rapid expansion of sports betting in the U.S. will result in an increase in
the rate and severity of gambling problems because most states have not devel-
oped adequate problem gambling infrastructure and only a few casino companies
have supported responsible gambling efforts that go beyond basic compliance. A
large majority of the public expects the industry to do more. All these trends will
likely accelerate in the coming year. 

The good news is that more and more companies are taking responsible gam-
bling seriously. How? By creating dedicated corporate responsible gambling posi-
tions, hiring senior executives to fill them, formalizing responsible gambling
plans, allocating in-house funding and external funding, and pursuing partner-
ships with organizations like the National Council on Problem Gambling to cer-
tify their responsible gambling efforts. All these actions help fill gaps in problem
gambling services and the safety net. 
—Keith Whyte is the executive director of the National Council on Problem Gam-
bling.
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T
he legalization of sports betting in states where it
wasn’t already permitted has been a boon for the

gaming industry. It created new excitement that
land-based casinos can use to attract new players to
their bricks-and-mortar facilities. The thrill of the
Super Bowl, March Madness, the Stanley Cup, or
Game 7 of the World Series can now be translated
to actual dollars for casinos, whether it’s wagers on
the games or ancillary benefits from rooms, food
and beverage. 

Mobile betting has proven to be the cash cow
of sports betting. In New Jersey, more than 80 per-
cent of sports betting revenue comes from mobile
devices in a state where visits to a casino or race-
track to register and bet isn’t always feasible. While
some of the recent states legalizing sports betting
are requiring a casino visit to register, it’s generally
just for a few months, and mobile registration will
be accepted after that time. So mobile platforms
will continue to be the preferred method to wager
on sports in the U.S., just as it is in Europe. 

And while it seems like billions of dollars are
being wagered on sports—because it’s true—the
taxes that are derived from those wagers will be sub-
stantially less. States that are expecting a windfall
from sports betting will be disappointed. Casino
companies are not immune from the low profits. In
a business where a 3 percent-5 percent profit is con-
sidered outstanding, the money that falls to the
bottom line is reduced even further by the partner-
ships with sports betting technology companies
that further slice up the profits. 

In a GGB Podcast last spring, however, Richard
Schwartz, the CEO of Rush Street Interactive, said
that a substantial number of first-time sports bet-
tors migrated to the company’s online casino in
states where both kinds of wagering are permitted
and where the profits are more substantial. He said
the key is keeping the platform for sports betting
and online gaming simple and allowing players to
make the move with as little difficulty as possible. 

Once states realize that their taxation dreams
are only catnaps, will they understand that online

gaming has a greater potential for yet more taxes?
In most cases, the legalization of sports betting oc-
curred in a vacuum with no connection to online
gaming. In Michigan, online gaming was recently
dropped from a sports betting bill (although it was
passed as a separate bill) because of opposition
from state politicians—and some tribes—who
don’t want their players betting online. 

And since by its very name online gaming is
conducted on devices, whether it’s a computer,
tablet or mobile phone, the popularity of sports
betting on these devices may spur more participa-
tion by online sports bettors in online gaming.
Some sports bettors have never played casino
games, so a crash course in casino gaming may be
necessary. 

But nothing can happen without legislative
momentum. The powers-that-be need to be made
aware that, just like sports betting, there are illegal
online casinos that are taking bets from their con-
stituents. They can justify legalizing online casinos
to destroy the illegal casinos and to create more tax
revenues for the state. 

In most states, casinos have the rights to sports
betting licenses. The same can happen with iGam-
ing. Again, New Jersey provides the model. Online
gaming revenue has increased every month since it
was legalized in November 2013. It took a while to
figure out how to market it effectively, but with the
help of licensed affiliates and targeted marketing,
online gaming continues to grow in New Jersey. 

And when you consider the extra revenue pro-
duced, it is substantial. The Golden Nugget At-
lantic City now produces almost as much online
gaming revenue as it does at the land-based casino.
Granted, that’s somewhat of an outlier in the New
Jersey gaming market, but it’s evidence of what is
possible in other states. 

So all hail sports betting, but understand that
the opportunity to bring more profits to your
casino resort via online gaming is still out there and
available for the taking. 
—Patrick Roberts

Rising Sun
Japan begins to enter the
homestretch in 2020

L
ike the cherry blossoms in the spring in Japan,
integrated resort developments will begin to

emerge into full bloom starting in January 2020.
The coming year will see significant progess at the
central government level that will then launch the
RFP process at the prefecture level.

If the level of activity in the second half of
2019 is any indication, 2020 will prove to be a very
robust year. However, there is still a lot of work to
do before Japan awards up to three of the coveted
IR licenses established through the IR Promotion
and IR Implementation Acts.

Since the market began to emerge some 20
years ago, Japan appears to be in the homestretch
for the initial round of development of integrated
resorts. The movements not only by operators but
also by interested prefectures will continue to
evolve in the coming weeks and months.

Heading into 2020, two jurisdictions are cur-
rently in the process of a Request for Concept
(RFC) to see which operators may be interested in
a specific market and how they may meet some of
the initial framework that a city or prefecture de-
sires as they look to host an integrated resort. These
jurisdictions include Yokohama and Nagasaki
(through its site in Sasebo). There are a few other
areas of the country that are beginning the process
of Requests for Information (RFI) as they begin
their journey into being a potential IR host. This is
coming off the heels of Osaka completing its RFC
process earlier this fall. 

One of the biggest and necessary steps will be
the formation of the Casino Administration Com-
mission. Once confirmed by the Diet, this five-
member body will help finalize the regulatory
structure and oversight of the three IR licensees.
There are still several key aspects that need to be
decided through the regulations, as well as laying
out the path to the awarding of the three licenses
allowed in the first round. This will all culminate

6.
Follow the Leader
Will sports betting boost iGaming?

7.
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with the launch of the full RFP process at the end
of 2020. 

As the process rolls out, there are two things
observers of the market should watch. The first is
the locations that emerge and officially put forward
a full RFP process. The second is how operators
play their cards in terms of whether they commit to
one market or decide to make a play in multiple
markets. The markets of Osaka, Kanagawa
(through Yokohama), Chiba, Aichi, Hokkaido
(through Tomakomai), and Nagasaki (through
Sasebo) have already acknowledged their interest. 

The question is whether other markets come
into play. Does Tokyo raise its hand late in the
process shortly after Governor Koike is potentially
reelected, right before the start of the 2020
Olympics in Tokyo? Does the alliance in Kyushu
hold and put Fukuoka and Kitakyushu off until a
potential round two process? Next year may pro-
vide a wild card by a jurisdiction that has not been
anticipated in the process so far. Operators will
continue to lay out their partnerships, plans and
community involvement in order to win the ap-
proval of the local jurisdiction to move on to the
next level in 2021. 

The responsible gaming structure should not
be overlooked at all in this debate, as it will be a
fundamental part of the market and needs to be es-
tablished across all forms of gaming, whether IR-
based or non-IR-based. This includes pachinko and
pachislot, which are largely still classified as “enter-
tainment.”

The initial use of evidence-based research will
be essential to form the framework for a responsible
gaming environment that develops training and ex-
clusionary programs through the use of technology.
It will be important to use technology as a medium
to connect all forms of gaming under one system.

We are still more than five years away from the
opening of an integrated resort, but the industry
and Japan are ready to move forward together to fi-
nally lay the cornerstone for Japan’s gaming mar-
ket. This will all lead into the very robust 2021
with the selection of up to three operators receiving
licenses to open up the next iteration of integrated
resorts. It’s fitting that in the year of the Tokyo
Olympics, we can finally say, let the games begin.
—Brendan D. Bussmann is a partner and director of
government affairs with Global Market Advisors.

For more information or to subscribe to the database or monthly 
report contact Ashley Diem at ADiem@FantiniResearch.com

or call +1-302-730-3793  -  www.FantiniResearch.com
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Home and Away
Prospects for Las Vegas in 2020 hinge 
on a variety of issues

T
o conclude a successful season, performance depends on what happens both
home and away.
In 2019, Las Vegas waited for a domestic economic slowdown that didn’t hap-

pen. Many long-term decisions were put on pause, but growth-hungry investors
and capital markets continued to make decisions. However, in 2020, what happens
in Vegas will rely not just on wider capital markets, macroeconomic trends and na-
tional policy, but things in which it has zero control or influence.

Home
Las Vegas and casino companies will continue to reap the rewards of a strong na-
tional economy. If the cost of capital remains low then the acquisition trend will
continue, whether this is the likes of properties trading up and down the Strip in
generational moves, mergers and acquisitions continuing or reinvestment in assets
becoming the norm. 

Casinos as a legitimate asset class are now established and are now staple invest-
ments for real estate investment trusts. With few exceptions, the “opco-propco”
model is standard for what we know as the portfolio casino owners. The remaining
casino companies that hold their own assets may seek to streamline accordingly to
make efficient use of the REIT arrangements and capital structures, or just to re-
lease equity to their shareholders. The REITs may then seek to drive further revenue
via investment for development or active asset management. 

Las Vegas visitation will remain stable, despite the slow uptick in prices and
“hidden” costs across the portfolios, as the range of offering, including new invest-
ments, remains compelling. 

If the U.S.-China trade conflict eases, the flow of Asian tourists to Las Vegas
will continue, keeping the shops, hotels and casinos busy. A positive outcome will
also see movement in the price of steel, even making new casino resort construction
viable.

2020 will be a solid, if unremarkable year for Las Vegas. The biggest news will
be in the business side of the Strip. 

Away from Las Vegas, 2020 will see the beginning of the next gold rush; sports
betting will come to a town near you. 

As early states deliver their product to market, expect millions, if not hundreds
of millions of micro-transactions on cell phones. Those Las Vegas casinos that have
taken the leap into this new area should benefit financially and in terms of customer
loyalty and engagement. 

The long-term effect and benefits may be more like the online poker boom,
where the customer can bet at home, on their cell or with friends, but the best
and most fun way will be in Las Vegas.

Away
With so much of the global economy precariously balanced, any one of a hun-
dred unrelated events could have a direct negative effect on Las Vegas. The tip-
ping point for many disasters is not far away.

The most hazardous and pronounced for Las Vegas is the Saudi-Iranian ten-
sion. 

Las Vegas’ core market for the past 50 years has been the southern Californ-
ian drive market. Many resort operators have done a stellar job in recent years at
alienating this market, most notably in car parking charges and resort fees, ig-
noring the realities of a competitive environment. 

The under-40 drive market, that provided so much non-gaming growth,
saw Las Vegas as a cheap weekend away. Today it is less so. For the over-40 gam-
blers, there are many closer (and better-value) tribal alternatives that have en-
hanced their offering dramatically in recent years. 

In 2018, Californian visitation fell to 23 percent. Southern Californian
overall visitation fell to 19 percent, the lowest levels ever recorded, and repeat
visitation has fallen from 1.8 times per year to 1.5. A gas increase, plus the sys-
temic alienation of traditionally core customers, may prove fatal for Las Vegas.

Likewise, a further freeze in U.S.-China relations may have consequences in
terms of international tourist flow, which will disproportionately affect the big
six resorts that rely heavily on baccarat play. If things really chill, there may be
consequences for the Las Vegas companies (LVS, Wynn and MGM) that oper-
ate in Macau.

Elsewhere, how the U.S., Mexican and Canadian relations will look by year-
end 2020 is anyone’s guess. Brexit and the European uncertainty have already
led to the demise of Thomas Cook (and the 60,000 passengers from the U.K. to
Las Vegas annually), and predicting currency is more of a gamble than anything
found on a casino floor. With a strong dollar and weak sterling and euro, expect
a decline in European visitation.

As a strategist, I suggest that we go into 2020 with our eyes wide open,
aware not just of the U.S. domestic economy, where many analysts expect some
kind of economic slowdown (just like last year) that may or may not happen,
but the real dangers that are overseas.

—Oliver Lovat FRICS leads the Denstone Group, which offers strategic advice and
consultancy on customer-facing, asset-backed investment and development, with a
focus on casino resorts.
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Getting Tripped Up
Sports betting integrity needs connectivity

T
he gaming industry, anxiously looking for the next catalyst for growth, was
quick to embrace last year’s reversal of the Professional and Amateur Sports

Protection Act with several states immediately embarking on the opportunity.
Legalization of sports wagering across several states creates new challenges

and complexities that were contained when wagering on sports was only legal
in the state of Nevada. It is now time to put safeguards in place to address the
concerns facing the business to demonstrate that the industry can regulate itself
and does not need federal legislation. 

One of the issues facing sports wagering is that if an operator is unable to
balance its book it will be exposed to the outcome of a game that is beyond its
control. This was not a major problem in Nevada when the state had a monop-
oly power, with a small number of cooperating operators controlling the busi-
ness. Fixed odds sports wagering is against the gambling industry’s basic
principle of only taking risk on games that have a house advantage. With legal-
ization and competition between states and operators, jurisdictional limitations
box casinos inside state boundaries and deprive them from controlling their
risks. 

Geographical restriction on an operator is a burden in combating the wise
guys who can freely maneuver within different operators, arbitraging between
their lines to get an edge on their already thin margins. A structure that lets
professionals extract profit out of sports wagering will hurt the business in the
long run.

We saw this in poker, where the big fish ate the small fish until the supply
of small fish dried up. Over the years, the casino industry has learned establish-
ing an optimum house edge for a game is a delicate job, and it has to walk a
fine line in determining how quickly it should take money out of a player
without affecting the player’s long-term value. If on average, fans lose more
than 5 percent of their wagers, it will adversely affect their appetite to continue
at the same pace.

Overall, sports wagering should be a zero-sum game between sports fans
betting on each side of an event. The only outlay should be the commission
paid to the operators for the entertainment value they provide.

In a desired setting, an average punter should have a 50-50 chance to win.
Any leakage to wise guys will hurt the business over the long haul. Diehard
fans placing several wagers every week, while losing more than 5 percent, will
get disappointed after a while and will limit their wagers to special events. By
adopting a system that provides uniform odds, the industry will prevent profes-
sionals from making profit at their expense by arbitraging between them. Until
then, the industry needs to address sports integrity with the highest priority. 

Sports integrity is not just about match-fixing, point-shaving or insider wa-
gering. It covers all activities that result in illicit benefits received from wager-
ing on a sporting event, with money laundering being the greatest threat.

Currently, there is no connectivity between sportsbooks in two different states
to help identify suspicious activities. The industry has established the Sports
Wagering Integrity Monitoring Association (SWIMA), designed to detect and
discourage fraud and other illegal or unethical activities related to betting on
sporting events. 

SWIMA’s mandate is to collaborate between its members and regulators to
identify and investigate suspicious wagering activities. However, with large vol-
ume of wagering transactions going through different systems of different op-
erators in different states, it is not hard to figure out that until the industry
adopts a common protocol, it needs to use an interim portal to monitor large
and suspicious sports wagering activities. Without such a solution, a manual
process requires a tremendous amount of manpower to detect illicit wagers. 

Currently bad actors can slip under the radar if they spread their wagers
between different operators in different states. For example, money launderers
can hedge their own bets knowing they are guaranteed to get 95.5 percent of
their money back, and match-fixers can spread their wagers between different
books in different states without getting noticed.

A wager essentially is a futures contract between a patron and a casino, not
much different than futures contracts traded through the Chicago Board Op-
tions Exchange. To overcome the integrity issues, sports wagering needs a na-
tional clearinghouse that establishes odds and allows participating operators to
process larger wagers while detecting suspicious activities. 

Until a centralized network is developed, the industry can use a private
portal that uses encryption technologies such as blockchain that secure privacy
of proprietary data and create interconnectivity among the leagues, operators
and regulators. The technology can connect the dots between the data points
captured by the leagues during a game, and the wagers received by operators to
flag suspicious activities to SWIMA for further investigations. 

Overall, the industry needs technical connectivity to detect and deter
fraudulent activities; otherwise, it will be implicated by the media and federal
lawmakers that it should have known about money laundering opportunities
but did not address the issue because it was benefiting from the additional wa-
gers made by arrested money launderers confessing to the scheme.

Bruce Merati is a visionary gaming veteran with experience ranging from various
aspects of online and land-based casinos. Merati is cofounder of BC Technologies, a
sportsbook system provider, and CEO of Uplay1, a gaming IP company.
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T
he old advice is to go ahead and make a prediction, just don’t put a date or
a number on it.
That admonition might well apply to 2020 with its 1) worries about a

looming recession and 2) concern for what next fall’s elections will do to gam-
ing.

Recession
Simply, we will have an economic recession. We just don’t know when. In late
summer it was almost a given that the United States was heading into recession.
By the time the last pitch of the World Series was hurled, the stock market was
leaping and economic indicators were suggesting that, well, maybe recession
isn’t quite around the corner.
So, whether a recession is in the 2020 cards can’t be seen with 20/20 vi-

sion, but a recession is going to happen sometime.
The bigger question is: What will the inevitable recession do to the gaming

industry?
In the past, recessions have, in a way, been good for gaming. It was the

1990-91 recession, after all, that caused states in the central U.S. to take the
radical step of legalizing riverboat casinos to open new revenue streams without
having to raise taxes. 
In other words, that recession gave birth to the proliferation of commercial

casinos throughout the country, just like the Great Depression led to Nevada
legalizing gaming. That eventually resulted in a casino industry that, along with
construction of Hoover Dam, turned the remote railroad town of Las Vegas
into an international city and capital of a multibillion-dollar industry.
By the time of the Great Recession, there was almost a complacency about

economic downturns and casinos. Recession is good for casinos as states will le-
galize and liberalize to raise tax revenues, the thinking went. 
Unemployed people might not buy cars or houses, but they will want to

spend a Friday night escaping their woes by spinning slot machine reels, the
thinking went.
Boy, were they wrong. Gaming got slammed. Revenues dried up. Moun-

tains of debt went into default. Casino projects halted in mid-construction not
to be completed even to this day.
So, what does the next recession look like?
Well, it isn’t likely to be the wedge to dramatic gaming expansion as gam-

ing already appears in most of the jurisdictions where it’s likely to be. And,
even if new states open or existing gaming states authorize gaming expansion,
we’re at a point where new casinos do more to cannibalize markets than to
grow them. As evidence, look at the new casinos of New York and Massachu-

setts underperforming projections.
On the flip side, existing casinos are not as likely to be hurt by the next re-

cession as companies have become leaner operators. In the past, marketing, for
example, was about growth, bringing more people into a property. Today, it’s
more about bringing profitable people into a property. It’s about spending less
to get more. 
This new approach of managing to yield profitability is likely to protect

casino companies in a coming recession. They’ll suffer, but not fatally. Further,
a repeat of the Great Recession doesn’t appear likely. That was a debt recession
and the bursting of a giant financial bubble. The next recession is more likely to
be a typical cyclical decline. 
In that circumstance, most gaming companies should ride out the recession

like consumer discretionary industries do.

Elections
So, what about the elections?
Again, a lot of the big battles are over in the country’s statehouses. Gaming

is here and, while some states might legalize casinos or legalize sports betting or
online gaming, upcoming changes are more likely to be incremental rather than
revolutionary.
Perhaps the biggest difference in legislative attitude towards gaming today

compared to the early riverboat years is that casinos have transformed from sus-
picious interlopers into constituents to be protected.
Go back to the early ’90s again. Legislators did everything within their ken

and power to make sure casinos would be harmless tourist attractions and not
mini-Nevadas. Remember the two-hour cruise limits? Loss limits? Require-
ments that riverboats sail and meet Coast Guard sailing standards?
That is almost all gone. In its place, casinos now are seen as employers of

thousands of a legislator’s constituents and, just like other businesses, the No. 1
job of a legislator is protecting his constituents’ jobs.
This legislative protection ranges all the way to the halls of Congress. Never

mind the headlines about bills to ban online gaming, for example.
There was a time when Congress could pass sweeping anti-gaming legisla-

tion knowing that only the small Nevada delegation would object. Then it was
New Jersey’s delegation. Today, restrictive or anti-gaming legislation will find
fierce opposition from congressional delegations from as far afield and as diverse
as Louisiana, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Jersey, Ohio, Illinois and more.
In summation, there will be no elections in November that threaten the

health and the future of America’s gaming industry.
—Frank Fantini

10 Trends in 2020

10.
Update on Downturn
How will the economy and politics impact the gaming industry in 2020?
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T he subject is baccarat. So first, let’s get those James Bond references
out of the way.

Yes, everybody’s favorite secret agent played baccarat in iconic
films like Dr. No, Thunderball, and On Her Majesty’s Secret Serv-

ice. Maybe that’s why the classic card game has enduring appeal—there’s
nothing as elegant as a tuxedo-clad 007, breaking the bank in Monte Carlo,
accompanied by a seductive dame who may or may not be a counterspy. But
he’s not the only reason baccarat is popular. 

Among Asian players, baccarat is a cultural tradition, a matter of supersti-
tion, fortune and fate, with the gods distributing their favor through a dealer’s
shoe. The game is highly social, with players gathered around a table, some-
times riding the same bet, waiting breathlessly for the turn of the next card,
sometimes even drawing an audience.

In addition, depending on the bet, baccarat has the lowest house edge of
any casino game (1.06 percent on the banker side, 1.24 percent on the player
side, an average of 1.2 percent). That means players stand a decent chance of
winning—and winning big, if they bet big—though if they do so on banker,
they have to pay a 5 percent commission on the winnings. 

And last but not least, baccarat is easy to play, even for rank beginners. 

Simplicity Itself
The object of the game is strikingly simple: get two to three cards with val-
ues that equal eight or nine, betting on banker, player or tie, though the
latter comes with a stiffer house edge of 14.36 percent.

Though it’s not really that simple, it’s really that simple. 
Roger Snow, acknowledged baccarat wizard and senior vice president

of Scientific Games, likens the game to an “elaborate coin flip. It’s heads or
tails, player or banker, win or lose. And that’s it.” 

Though there’s no skill or strategy involved—except, of course, in the
active imaginations of some players—baccarat generates more revenue
than any other table game. According to Forbes, in 2017 Macau’s casinos
made more than 88 percent of a total $33.2 billion from baccarat. 

“Nothing else is even in the same ZIP code, because baccarat drives a
lot of high-limit action,” says Snow. “You’ll have super high-limit players
betting $100,000 a hand.” Reportedly, in Macau and Singapore, bets of
$500,000 are not unheard of. 

It’s the biggest moneymaker in casinos,

but lots of U.S. players have never played

baccarat. Here’s why the game is big in

Asia, and could get bigger elsewhere.

By Marjorie Preston

Is Baccarat 
Booming?Booming?

Bond, James Bond,playing the iconic game
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“There’s no denying the impact baccarat has on table game performance at
every casino where it’s offered,” agrees John Hemberger, senior vice president of
table products at AGS. “The average bets are sometimes so significant, they can
be the leading force for driving performance on a monthly basis.” 

Big Deal
While baccarat is less important to the bottom line in U.S. casinos, it’s hardly
insignificant. For example, in February 2018, the 350-plus baccarat tables in
Las Vegas won $176.3 million, up 82 percent year-over-year, on total wagers of
$1.25 billion, in a boost attributed to the Chinese New Year. But whenever in-
ternational visitation drops—as it did after 9/11, during economic slumps, and
so on—baccarat revenues also decline. 

Also, in the 1990s and early 2000s, slot machines claimed up to 70 percent
of the gaming area, and tables were increasingly shuffled off the floor. Manufac-
turers got to work to goose up the games; Hemberger says Snow’s Dragon
Bonus side bet was a literal game-changer.

“It was so powerful, because it added volatility but in such a simple way
that it kept the core game in place. Baccarat is like blackjack—the base game
isn’t perfect, but it’s awfully close to being a perfect gambling experience.” And
who wants to mess with perfect?

Commission-free baccarat streamlined the game, freeing dealers from hav-
ing to pause to “make change like a paperboy,” Snow says. Mini-baccarat with
lower stakes opened the game to mass players.

AGS’ Dai Bacc, introduced with great success in 2017, includes bonuses
“that hit very infrequently, but pay significant amounts; think 40-to-1,” says
Hemberger. “A third side bet, the ‘Kill’ bet, could result in a 70-to-1 payout.
That’s when players really embraced this new idea: ‘We get that it’s not going to
happen very often, but when it does, that’s a big payoff.’” 

Progressive Party
Progressives are “a real area of focus for suppliers right now,” Hem-
berger says, citing AGS’s Royal 9, with about 200 units in the field,
as “one of the fastest growing
products in our portfolio at
the moment.”

One reason baccarat pro-
gressives failed in the past is
because players had to split
the pot, Hemberger says. “So
if there was $100,000 on a
progressive meter and four
players at the table, if I won I
only got $25,000. And that’s
not a good deal.” 

Royal 9 “very successfully individualizes the opportunity to win a progres-
sive jackpot” by assigning distinct winning combinations to each player: for ex-
ample, Seat 1 wins with a Jack of hearts and a Nine of spades, while Seat 2 wins
with a King of clubs and Nine of diamonds.

“We have now allowed a player to win 100 percent of the jackpot, with
everyone else getting ‘some type of payout,’ like a consolation prize.” Royal 9 is
now live at MGM National Harbor, Mohegan Sun, Foxwoods and Maryland
Live!, among other properties, with recent installations at Fallsview Casino and
Caesars Windsor in Canada.

As if that isn’t enough, at G2E 2019 AGS presented a second-generation
progressive, Bonus Spin Xtreme, which can link all table games in a casino and
offer a single shared progressive jackpot—a first.

Hemberger cites its ability to provide “one unique progressive jackpot win-
ner for community-style table games like roulette, baccarat and craps, while en-
abling all participating players to be rewarded with a community prize. That
helps players encourage other players to make a bet, because they can win off
each other’s hand. When you have so many games linked, you have the oppor-
tunity to have life-changing jackpots that can exceed $1 million.”

Which brings us to the inevitable question: does baccarat in all its iterations
have staying power as the casino patron base changes?

Snow, for one, says you bet. 
“Baccarat players, who have always been very traditional, have allowed the

games to go commission-free. They’ve allowed the side bets and EZ Baccarat. I
think baccarat players today, especially younger baccarat players, are more em-
bracing of new content. And in this tough world, that makes me optimistic
that they’ll say, ‘Wow, that’s a com-
pelling idea. Wow, I want to play that
game too.’”

DECEMBER 2019  www.ggbmagazine.com

“There’s no denying the impact
that baccarat has on table game
performance at every casino
where it’s offered.”
—John Hemberger, Senior Vice President of
Table Products, AGS

“It’s an elaborate
coin flip: heads or
tails, player or
banker, win or
lose.”
—Roger Snow, Senior 
Vice President, 
Scientific Games

AGS’ Xtreme Spin, introduced at
G2E in October, is a progressive

that can link all table games in a
casino and offer a single shared

progressive jackpot
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Can baccarat players use any kind of strategy to beat the odds? 
Many players have their own strategies, whether based on analysis of a trend, a
betting system, or some method of bankroll management. Everyone has their
own preferences, and one of the goals of side bets is to give our patrons betting
choices that are exciting and offered at a variety of price points. 
        As an example, Tiger Baccarat, which was developed in-house, has been
very successful in giving players these kinds of choices, and we’ve seen great en-
gagement across many customer segments.

What’s the state of baccarat in the U.S.?
While Nevada has seen a decline in baccarat win in the last few years, some ju-
risdictions like Atlantic City have experienced large-scale growth. Baccarat re-
mains the premium game in terms of revenue generation per-table. 
        We see a lot of potential in the U.S. through new baccarat options. For
example, following our success in Asia, we conducted a substantial rollout of
live-dealt ETG baccarat at the Venetian Resort Las Vegas, allowing us to tap
into new players who may be looking for different price points or experiences
than offered on our more traditional baccarat tables. An example of such a dif-
ferentiator for ETG baccarat is the ability for players to access multiple dealing
tables to play on from a single ETG terminal.
       
Do your players gravitate more to commission-free games? 
At Marina Bay Sands, most of the baccarat is commission-free. Macau, which
has historically been commission-dominant, recently has seen a great uptick in
the proportion of no-commission baccarat. 
        No-commission offers a number of advantages: one-to-one payouts,
fewer dealer errors, and improved speed. While commission baccarat has long
been viewed as the preferred game of high rollers, we’ve had remarkable success
in introducing non-commission games into high-limit areas. Our premium
players have actively embraced the game.

Is baccarat popular among younger Asian players, or is there a genera-
tional divide?
The proportion of our total baccarat player database in the 21-to-30 age group
has stayed fairly constant. We feel confident that the game has something to
offer every age group.

Casino Royale
How does baccarat perform at iconic properties like Marina Bay Sands in

Singapore and the company’s Macau properties? GGB asked Andrew 
MacDonald, corporate senior vice president and chief casino officer, Las Vegas
Sands Corp.

GGB: Macau casinos made more than 88 percent of revenues from bac-
carat last year, and Singapore’s casinos also get much of their GGR from
the game—unlike the U.S., where slots dominate. What’s the appeal for
your players there?
Andrew MacDonald: Baccarat is perceived as a game that’s both easy to learn
and offers fair odds. There’s also a strong communal aspect to baccarat that
we’ve found important to many of our guests. Many patrons prefer to follow
trends, and large groups will naturally migrate to form around tables where
they believe strong trends occur. This adds greater excitement from a commu-
nal participation perspective. 
        In addition to the fairness of the game and the community aspect, many
baccarat players exhibit a preference for the level of player involvement in the
game. Players interpret trends from the results displayed on the baccarat score-
board and players squeeze the cards, thus having involvement in the outcome
of the game. And of course, there is the excitement of the reveal.

Why is baccarat so popular given that there’s not much (if any) skill in-
volved? Doesn’t that take some of the fun and challenge out of it? 
It’s important to remember that every player is unique, but we have observed
that players in our casinos in Asia broadly value one or more constructs that are
embodied in the play of baccarat: control, community, and face.
        Baccarat is also a highly social and communal game. Many players abide
by an etiquette of following the largest bettor’s wagering decision, creating a
craps-like environment where everyone wins and loses together, amplified by a
cultural group orientation. The unparalleled high limits and VIP aesthetic that
accompany premium baccarat also allow our guests to gain a great deal of face. 

Is baccarat the preferred game in VIP rooms?
Baccarat and its variations have been a preferred game among VIPs for a very
long time: from European aristocracy to the Rat Pack to the present day. As far
as modern VIP rooms, it’s the dominant game in Asia and in international
properties that specialize in VIP Asian play.

From the house perspective, are there risks and rewards when baccarat
rules?
Baccarat is not typically a very volatile game compared with roulette or most
slot machines. However, the scale of its high-end play can lead to substantial
short-term volatility, as large wagers from a few patrons within a short period
can create a large percentage of an operator’s betting volume over relatively few
decisions. 
        For smaller operators who lack volume or sufficiently deep pockets, high-
limit baccarat can be untenable. The larger operators’ deep pool of both mass
and VIP play smooths out this volatility and greatly reduces their risk.
        But baccarat need not be a premium segment-only game, and there exists
healthy mass business at a variety of price points for the game. A company
needs to astutely evaluate its financial position, its tolerance for risk, and its
strategy when determining which customers to pursue and what limits to set.  
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FRANKLYSPEAKING
by Frank Legato

so success in swindling
slot machines these days
requires extensive tech-
nical expertise.

Or, you can just use a
tire iron.

That’s exactly what a 29-
year-old thief did last month at a
California casino. In fact, he did it
twice. He was suspected the first
time, and was caught on surveillance
video the second time, prying open
a slot machine with a tire iron.
Then, he was thrown in jail.

Wow. At one end of the slot-
theft spectrum are diabolical tech-
nical geniuses. At the other end,
some numbskull with a tire iron.
Video surveillance didn’t catch him
the first time he cracked a machine,
so he did it again for the cameras.

“Tire iron work. Me do again.”
In other news, I see O.J.’s stir-

ring things up in Las Vegas again.
The Juice is suing The Cosmopoli-
tan of Las Vegas for telling TMZ
he was banned from the place
after he “was drunk and became
disruptive” at one of the resort’s
lounges.

According to
the Associated Press, Simpson attorney Malcolm
LaVergne “said his client’s reputation was damaged” by the report that he was
drunk.

O.J.’s reputation was damaged. Let that sink in a minute.
Well, I’m sure he’s been a model citizen in the two years since he got out of

prison. He was only out of the joint six weeks when this happened. He was on
parole after doing time for armed robbery and assault with a weapon at another
Las Vegas casino-hotel. Then there was that whole double-homicide case on TV
in the ’90s with the slow-speed chase and the glove and Kato and all that.

But to think that a Las Vegas casino could claim he was drunk? Now that’s
the kind of stuff that could really damage your reputation. Why, it’s an outrage!

Boy, I’m never going to get drunk at the Cosmopolitan. (Yeah, right.)
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Skillin’ in 
Old Virginia

As the state of Virginia debates whether to bring casinos to
the hallowed land of Jefferson, Washington and Sandra
Bullock, people all over the state are playing slot ma-

chines.
Well, they’re not slot machines. They’re kind-of slot machines, but

since slot machines are illegal in Virginia, people play “skill games” in
parlors that look a lot like slot casinos, full of games that look a lot like
slot machines. The law permits them because there’s an element of skill
available to the player on every spin that can offer a better chance.

It’s what is known as a “skill stop” in the business. As an example, a
player gets two 7s, and can pick when to stop the third reel. They say
there’s a consistent cycle between symbols, and the player can get better
over time at picking when to stop the reel.

According to a report in the Richmond Times-Dispatch, the largest
operator of those skill games, Queen of Virginia, claims to have the only
truly legal games in the state, because skill can improve chances, even if
by a fraction of a percent.

And get this—players can even automate the skill stop and play it
like a regular slot machine, but the operator says just because the option
to use skill is there, the games are legal. Of course, other operators say
their machines are within the state’s guidelines as well.

The problem is, there are no state guidelines. According to the arti-
cle, the state has offered no guidance as to the level of skill required for a
game to be a skill game, so Queen of Virginia lawyers do presentations
in parking lots of rival establishments, with charts showing why their
competitors are allegedly operating illegal slot machines.

The newspaper report showed a picture of the scene in front of the
Lava Java in Chesterfield, with a scary-looking coffee-shop guy on his
iPhone while the lawyer talked.

Man, I love playing slots at the Lava Java. You just keep going, and
going...

If they’re worried about offering only games that involve skill in Vir-
ginia, why don’t they just throw up some craps tables? Now there’s some
skill. And I’m not just talking about making the right bets. You’ve got to
physically roll those bones, and believe me, there are more than a few
people who routinely launch one of those cubes across the room. Just
getting them across the table without imploding any piles of chips in-
volves skill.

Heck, there should be a “Throwing Dice While Drinking” competi-
tion in the Olympics.

Moving on, methods of cheating slot machines have become increas-
ingly sophisticated as technology has advanced over the past few decades.
Casino security and manufacturers have responded with new safeguards,
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I f you’re going to work in the casino gaming
industry, and especially on the supplier side in

game development on a product like slots, a
technology which revolves around luck, it helps
that luck comes along in your job.

“I would attribute a large portion of my suc-
cess to luck and mentors,” says Meredith
McEvoy, engineering operations director at AGS.
“I learned early in my career to find a place
where your boss or someone in your reporting
structure feels like a mentor.”

McEvoy oversees the execution of the entire
slot products portfolio strategy. Based in AGS’
Atlanta game development campus, she works
closely with the hardware team and AGS’ game
studios across the globe to launch new slot prod-
ucts.

“One of the reasons I’m so passionate about
my job is because I get to work across so many
departments at AGS,” McEvoy says.

While she spent some of her childhood years
in Flemington, New Jersey, McEvoy considers
herself an Atlantan. She got her bachelor of sci-
ence and master of science in mechanical engi-
neering from Georgia Tech.

She landed a job at Lockheed Martin doing
research and implementing new technologies to
improve the manufacturing process. The defense
contractor transferred her to Dallas, but she and
her husband missed Atlanta, so she searched the
job market and signed on with AGS in 2016.

McEvoy has encountered few obstacles in her
career. “I’ve been fairly blessed,” she says.

She’s had a few small bumps along the way: a
male student at college not liking that she got the
higher score and using her gender as the reason;
learning what work-life balance looks like, and
facing time-management challenges.

“In the end, though, all of those obstacles
were about defining who I am, what matters to
me, and how I would react to a challenging situa-
tion,” she says.

Her first impactful mentor was at Lockheed
Martin. “He taught me to build a good relation-
ship with customers by being open and honest
about the issues that impact them, listening to
them, and executing your plan,” says McEvoy,
whose moments of Zen come in horse stables,

where even a mundane task like cleaning tack or
mucking stalls leaves her more relaxed. She keeps
her horse in a barn outside Atlanta, where she
practices the art of dressage.

In the gaming industry, she credits the per-
son that hired her at AGS—and her current
boss—Sigmund Lee. As chief technology officer,
Lee taught McEvoy how to be “obsessed with
the game” (the AGS slogan) and why it’s impor-
tant. “He showed me that in product design—
whether hardware, software, or games—you
need to know more about your industry and
your competitors than anyone else thought pos-
sible.” 

When you know the industry that well, you
can easily answer the “what” and “why” of a
good design, McEvoy says.

She expects to remain involved with innova-
tion in the future. “I came from an engineering
background, and although those problem-solv-
ing skills can be applied to many things, I enjoy
seeing and touching what I’m working towards.
I see myself continuing to broaden my knowl-
edge in design and development,” McEvoy says.

McEvoy, who enjoys nature walks with her
husband and young daughter, has some advice
for those who have an interest in some aspect of
the gaming industry.

“Read, ask, and learn everything you can. To
get closer to the R&D process like me and my
team, pursue higher education in related fields
or understand how the skills you have apply to
the hardware, software and slot games.” 
—Bill Sokolic
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EMERGING LEADERS

Luck = 
Preparation &
Opportunity
Stewart Baker
Chief Financial Officer, Inspired 
Entertainment, Inc. 

Stewart Baker didn’t set out to use his skills
in finance in an industry devoted to

casino gaming.
“I landed here by accident,” says Baker,

who grew up in the East Midlands of the
U.K. One of his employees left to work for
Inspired Entertainment and the two stayed in
touch. When a financial controller position
opened up, his former co-worker suggested
Baker apply.

“I’m very glad I did,” he says. “I enjoy the
industry, although it’s not without its chal-
lenges. Perception and attitude in the U.K. is
a challenge, as we have seen with the relatively
recent changes in staking levels on the high
street.”

In April 2019 the government reduced
the maximum stake from £100 a spin to £2
on casino-type games. Slots remained the
same at £2.

As chief financial officer, Baker, who
earned a degree in economics from the Uni-
versity of Sheffield in 2005, oversees the fi-
nancial end of Inspired. He covers accounts
receivable and payable, quarterly reporting,
budgeting and forecasting and taxes. He also
heads up business services, which includes
functions that don’t easily fit anywhere else.
Facilities, for example. And insurance and
travel expenses.

Passion, Experience, Strategy
Meredith McEvoy
Enginering Operations Director, AGS
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“I spend longer than I ever thought possi-
ble talking about car parking and air condition-
ing,” he says. “I enjoy this side as it’s not what
I’ve been used to. I’m lucky enough to lead a
great team of people, which given our recent
acquisition has roughly doubled in size. In-
spired recently acquired part of the Novomatic
U.K. business.”

Baker admits luck played a role on his oc-
cupational development at such a young age. “I
wouldn’t say that I have any magic solutions
here, but I live by the mantra of Work Hard,
Work Smart and Work Together.”

People also took a chance on Baker. 
“I’m sure people have often looked at me

and thought, ‘what does this kid know?’ But I’d
like to think I can prove that I know some-
thing,” he laughs. 

Baker has had some great mentors in differ-
ent organizations such as Deloitte and Exper-
ian. “At my previous employer, I wanted to
toughen up, to be able to stand up better to
various requests, particularly from those outside
of finance, so I tracked down the individual
with the reputation for, shall we politely say,
the bluntest tongue,” Baker says.

He’s grateful to former CEO Luke Alvarez,
who took a real chance on Baker when he asked
him to be CFO. 

“He taught me life is much more interest-
ing and challenging when you don’t already
know you can achieve something,” says Baker.
“Then in more recent times, working with
Brooks Pierce and Lorne Weil has been great
because I was able to draw on their years of ex-
perience.”

Baker admits he is not someone who plots
out his next position. “I’ve always put my head
down and worked hard, giving as much as pos-
sible, and this has opened up doors. That said,
I’m in no hurry to leave Inspired. It’s an inter-
esting place with a variety of challenges,” says
Baker, who spends as much time as possible
with his family in East Midlands, which in-
cludes a 4-year-old son.

He urges those with a desire to enter the in-
dustry to talk a lot of people first. “Get a sense
of what it’s really like—as reality is probably
very different from perception,” Baker says.
—Bill Sokolic

Golden Boy
Karl Rutledge
Partner, Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie 

Growing up in the small town of Big Sandy, Montana,
where he worked on the family ranch, Karl Rutledge

got to know rodeos. He even performed as a rodeo clown,
and a bull rider protector.

He didn’t consider either occupation a career choice.
“It was more a way to earn money, travel and have fun,” he
says. “But after increasingly frequent ER visits, family and
friends told me it was time to grow up and find a different
profession.”

He found law. Rutledge moved to Las Vegas to attend
law school and never left.

“Sitting in a desk chair lacks a little of the excitement
and pride of saving a bull rider when they buck off,” he
says.

But no regrets.
His foray into the rodeo world benefited his career in

the legal world. “First, due to the high level of danger, it
taught me the importance of being able to not only make
quick and decisive decisions but also correct decisions. A
wrong decision in the rodeo could get you hurt or, worse, could cause someone else to get injured.”

The other takeaway is understanding the role that hard work plays in success. Dedication and
working hard sets you apart from others, says Rutledge, who is all in for the Golden Knights, the
Las Vegas entry in the NHL. 

“I’m one of the @GoldSuitGuys present at almost every home game trying to increase the team
spirit and excitement of being a fan,” he says.

As chairman of the Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie Gaming Industry Group, Rutledge man-
ages the firm’s gaming practice and provides counsel to clients and the business community about
the nuances of gaming. These days, much of the counseling revolves around esports, fantasy sports,
sports betting and promotional marketing.

“We also help clients navigate the regulatory framework of numerous states,” Rutledge says.
Like other attorneys, he has to work long hours while searching for time to be with his children

at their big events. “I haven’t mastered this yet but still trying,” says Rutledge, who takes his young
boys to the hockey games as often as possible.

Rutledge credits his success to a class at the William S. Boyd School of Law, taught by Bob
Faiss and Tony Cabot. He parlayed what he learned into a job opportunity with Cabot, a former
gaming attorney at Lewis Roca Rothgerber Christie and currently a Distinguished Fellow in Gam-
ing Law at the Boyd school.

“Tony is a world-renowned expert in gaming law, and I gained a tremendous amount of legal
knowledge while working beside him for almost 12 years,” he says.

Rutledge hopes to continue his mission helping clients deal with the gaming industry. And he
also plans to share his knowledge with future generations through both his practice and by teaching
at William F. Harrah College of Hospitality at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 

His advice for younger people is the same regardless of the industry.
“Do it because you have the passion for it and surround yourself with good people,” he says.

“I’m lucky that I love gaming law and work with the best people, from my gaming partner, Glenn
Light, to our associate, Mary Tran. It is essential you be there with people you like and trust.”
—Bill Sokolic

“Do it because
you have the
passion for it
and surround
yourself with
good people.” 
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R
un the tables—the pit has become a fulcrum of innovation.

Companies target a suddenly fertile industry niche with prod-
ucts enabling both funds access and live-game enrichment. En-
hancements embrace the table-game resurgence sparked by

young players, mirroring their modern-day preference.
Advancements perform like spokes on a wheel, revolving around the

table-game hub and spreading across several product types.
Facial recognition identifies players who marketing campaigns have yet

to reach. Companies with bill validators and printers speed the pace of play
around tables with their combined forces. We’ve reached the age in which a
projector can be placed upon felt, enabling an in-game bonus with the wave
of a hand. 

And a min-cage is the rage, as a new service changes a long casino line
into mobile-access fingertip control.

Tables may soon receive time-saving initiatives first displayed in slots,
where individual machines fill less space than a multi-player table game and
a bonusing device affects only one player, not several. The tables have
growth potential within a process looking to blend pit functionality with
game fun.

A System Vision
“Systems have been more focused on slots,” says Ted Keenan, vice president
of product management for industry giant Scientific Games. “In the coming
years, we want to know how we move some of the success of slots to table
games.”

Keenan cites some inherent roadblocks for table game flow, including

ratings not opening and closing accurately. Operators can’t easily tell when
a player has begun and ended his session, prompting guesswork in the re-
ward process. Another hurdle is the table-game buy-in process, which re-
mains slow compared to slot machines despite enhanced transaction
solutions.

A third complication is more of an unrealized opportunity: converting
frequent on-site customers into loyalty club members. That situation, pro-
duced by the massive number of casino visitors and limited employee re-
sources, touches all facets of the casino.

These concerns helped inspire SG Vision, a company-tailored version
of Computer Vision, the video-surveillance and people-counting tool used
in many fields, including security at airports. SG Vision, still in develop-
ment, will produce these assets and more.

“A technology we are developing for the casinos, partnered with Ama-
zon Web Services, will provide the object recognition,” Keenan says of the
new product. “We are using their base technology to refine it for the space.
With SG Vision technology, we will be able to enable a number of prod-
ucts.”

One future use will be patron identification. It will entail having cam-
eras not only at tables, but in point-of-sale locations to identify customer
identity and spending patterns.

“If you know that a player received $100 at the slot machine, played
$50 at the table and then walked to the bar, you want to know that same
player was at three locations, and reward that player,” he says.

Another use for player-identification technology involves serving the
mass customer market. Players on the property can be identified for mar-

Is the cashless era about to begin for table games?
By Dave Bontempo

Paying for 

Tables
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keting purposes.
SG Vision can become a bridge product, connecting modern convenience

at a table with the time-honored service of personalized customer interaction.
There’s always a place for reminding customers of their status, as shift bosses
did during the age when they eyeballed potential rewards players. They’d notice
an active player, offer perks and try to retain the individual’s business.

Employees still talk of the late Dennis Gomes, the casino icon who taught
them the “soft hustle” of engaging customers and procuring tips. The process
involved one-on-one communication.

Keenan believes casinos are just scratching the surface of potential cus-
tomers they can reach.

“When you look at casinos, the player tracking systems are only touching a
fraction of the players at the slot machines,” he says, “and the slot machines are
only a fraction of the players in the casinos.

“When you look at those fractions, even successful marketing to players in
the casinos represents a small percentage of the players.

“Using biometrics (part of SG Vision), we now can recognize that here is
the same face of someone who was in here last Tuesday, played on a particular
game, wagered $500 and then was in here on Wednesday playing another $300.

“The operator may not know that person’s name, but understands that a
player is in the property and at the point of play. That enables engagement. We
believe this will be very impactful for casinos going forward.”

The technology aids the rewards process in another manner. Although a
gambler may wager a specific amount of money in a time period, not all hands
are created equally. A player who doubles up and bets more in certain periods
can be identified for instant rewards.

Keenan believes SG Vision’s range of products will ultimately include anti-
money-laundering and responsible gaming solutions.

The product’s capability may also bring chills.
The company showcased futuristic-looking Augmented Table Games at

G2E to rave reviews.
Using SG Vision, a projector can be placed onto the felt, allowing players to

engage in bonus games, right at the table, with hand gestures. The technology
will be available to all table games and presumably gain more use with bonusing
and wild-card situations.

“Let’s say you just earned a bonus game,” Keenan says. “The technology en-
ables us to project a wheel onto the table felt. You go ahead and spin that wheel
by dragging your hand across the felt.

“That same camera used for detecting your face or your chips can detect
where your hand is. When you make a sweeping gesture, right above the wheel
projection, we know that you have tried to spin that wheel.”

The in-game bonus does not affect surrounding players. 

A New Concierge
It is a utopian concept for some players. What if the cage came to me?

Now it does.
Everi touts CashClub Concierge, a personalized cash access cage service for

VIPs as well as table games and high-limit room players that integrates mobile
tablets and mobile point-of-sale devices through CashClub. The service elimi-
nates the need for a player to move away from gaming to access additional funds,
as the product brings the cage to the player. 

CashClub Concierge integrates mobile tablets and mobile POS devices with
CashClub software. For credit
card/debit card cash advance transac-
tions, once players are enrolled with
CashClub, they only need to visit the
cage once for their transactions to be
authorized, retrieved, and completed
on the gaming floor. They never have
to leave their favorite gaming location. 

For PIN debit transactions, there
is no enrollment required. CashClub
Concierge is fully integrated with
CashClub, and all CashClub
Concierge transactions are included in
reports available through the XView
reporting tool. 
CashClub Concierge can be config-
ured in a couple of ways. One is PIN
Debit transactions. Once notified by a
player that funds are needed, a casino

employee using a mobile point-of-sale device will locate the customer and code in
the amount requested. The player then swipes or dips their card and enters their
PIN. After the transaction is authorized, the same casino employee provides funds
to the player in the form of gaming chips or similar gaming credit.

Another method involves credit and debit card advance transactions. Once
notified by a player that funds are needed, a casino employee using a mobile
tablet will locate the customer and follow the existing CashClub flow for cash ac-
cess. Once the transaction is completed, funds are available to the player as gam-
ing chips or similar gaming credit, or can be moved to their CashClub Wallet for
access at any Everi kiosk on the property.

Featured benefits include integration with Cash Club cage application for
streamlined internal reporting, customized payout methods and the increased
availability of funds for play.

The product’s use of mobile apps is significant. Mobile apps are the flash-
point of an enlightened service era, spanning many industries. Convenience res-
onates in every spending format from legalized sports wagering and restaurant
reservations to ordering show tickets, settling bar tabs and accessing funds on the
spot.

Using SG Vision, a projector can be
placed onto the felt, allowing players
to engage in bonus games, right at
the table, with hand gestures. The
technology will be available to all
table games and presumably gain
more use with bonusing and 
wild-card situations.
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The MRX can be upgraded to include JCM’s Intelligent Cash Box (ICB)
system to provide the highest level of accounting. 

CountR also marches independently with CATA, a micro card redemption
machine for card redemption and charging at table games.

Card-based techniques are dominating slot machine gaming today. The
next step of optimization is made by reducing action steps for players on table
games. With the CATA device installed at a table game, casinos can validate
cards and display their amount, accept cards at a table game to be partly ex-
changed for chips and charge cards in exchange for chips.

Bravo Upgrade
Genesis Gaming is recognized for its leading Bravo hardware and software so-
lutions. The product line spans Pit, Poker and Cage, and offers the additional
power and accuracy of RFID technology.

A new type of recognition emanated from Genesis at G2E. It involves cus-
tomers.

Bravo Identify delivers cutting-edge identification, tracking and dual-au-
thentication solutions to operators looking to improve security, age verifica-
tion, marketing and customer data. The system automates the entire ID
verification and tracking process, harnessing the power of facial recognition
technology mapped against any valid identification.

From security and surveillance to loyalty marketing and payments, Bravo
Identify delivers both real-time and historical face recognition analysis and ver-
ification. The application can operate in even the most challenging environ-
ments, overcoming conditions such as poor lighting, large crowds and
fast-moving subjects, as well as appearance-altering elements such as facial hair,
hats and glasses. 

One can monitor persons of interest, capture facial images via video cam-
eras, assess each subject to identify unique facial signature and run an image
against databases until an identification match is found.

The product allows for custom configuration of data-handling and alerts.
This type of enhanced identification has both a security and potential market-
ing benefit.

Throughout the industry, operators know that tables will never operate
with the speed of slots. But they can contain more of the thrill.

To think of what a problem mobile eliminates, consider
the 10th person in line at the cage.

Even if each transaction took only three minutes, the
line is 30 minutes. And some transactions take longer than
three minutes. Mobile functionality not only provides
funds quickly, but saves customers from frustrating lines, es-
pecially if they are reconciling a small sum.

Counting TITA
It was only a matter of time before JCM and CountR teamed up.

CountR has steadily advanced its TITA system the past couple of years,
gaining traction for the table games payment solution that allows for TITO
and point-of-sale transactions. 

JCM, via bill validators, printers and Fuzion technology, elevated the func-
tionality of TITO to the realm of promotional tickets, race and sports tickets,
lottery tickets and tax forms.

The movements of each company, tracked over different routes in the past
couple of years, reached fruition in the fourth quarter. Under its Master Distri-
bution agreement, launched in time for the high-profile G2E 2019, JCM will
distribute CountR’s TITA system throughout North America, Latin America
and Asia Pacific regions.

The TITA system enables TITO transactions at the table game where a
TITO ticket is issued to a player in exchange for their chips. Players can re-
deem their TITO ticket at any redemption kiosk, or move freely from table
games to slots or from slots to table games with their TITO ticket. 

One of JCM’s latest catalysts
is the MRX bill validator (right).
It reads two notes/TITO tickets
per second, bringing the fastest
bill validation solution to table
games, company officials say.

Product features include a
bulk note feeder/payout compo-
nent enabling a single-note feed
and bulk-note payout up to 15
notes. A bulk-note feed model
also is available.

MRX includes a multi-note
escrow capacity. A 15-note escrow
returns the same notes when a transaction is canceled.

The on-site module replacement minimizes machine down time. There is a
2,200 note-collection cassette and a retrieval bin. Unremoved banknotes can be
retrieved into an independent bin, keeping the machine running.

The Pit Watch module is the
heart of the Bravo player

tracking and management 
software. Rating information

and table statistics are entered
and displayed in the program. 
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Scientific Games is renewing a popular brand and character with this
revamp of the Bally Cash Wizard game on the distinct WinStar Wave
XL cabinet.

Adjacent WinStar Wave cabinets form what appears to be a giant dis-
play, as there is little space between the adjacent curved monitors. Here, it is
used for a mystery community-style bonus that occurs every three to nine
spins. When the event is triggered at random, the Cash Wizard character
flies across all monitors in the bank, and players are given the option to in-
crease the multipliers of their bets, by one for every 50 credits wagered. The
bonus then awards everyone on the bank with a credit award times the mul-
tiplier they achieved.

There are three other bonus features in the game, including two free-
game features. Three scattered Scroll symbols on the middle reels trigger one
of three features. Dragon Cave Free Games awards five free spins. Before the
spins begin, several spots on the reels are replaced with other symbols to
trigger a potential extra award. Wizard School Free Games also awards five
free spins.

The reels set expands during the free games for extra paylines and more

chances to win. The three-by-five array grows to a five-by-five array on the Wizard
School Free Games and to an eight-by-five array for the Dragon Cave Free Games.

The Jackpot Wheel bonus can result in one of three progressive jackpots. One
spin of the bonus wheel results in a credit prize, the Wand Jackpot (resetting at
$20), the Magic Jackpot (starting at $100) or the top Wizard jackpot (resetting at
$10,000 on the penny version of the game).

Manufacturer: Scientific Games
Platform: WinStar Wave XL
Format: Five-reel, 25-line video slot
Denomination: .01 through 500.00
Max Bet: 400
Top Award: Progressive; resets at 1 million credits times denomination
Hit Frequency: 30.6%
Theoretical Hold: 6.5%-14%

by Frank Legato

NEWGAMEREVIEW

This Asian-themed video slot is designed for Kon-
ami’s two large-format cabinets, the KX 43 and its
43-inch flat-screen monitor or the Concerto

Opus, with a massive 65-inch display
The display over the five-reel, 40-line base game shows

three rows of firecracker bundles, with five in each row. The
bottom two firecracker bundles in each row displays a
credit award; the top three, progressive jackpots resetting at
$100 (Mega), $1,000 (Maxi) and $5,000 (Supreme).

During base game play, one to five jade or pearl wild
symbols on the reels triggers the “Fade Away” feature, in
which, after payment for any wins, the symbols disappear
and new symbols cascade into place for a potential second
win. Six of the wild symbols trigger the game’s main feature
on the big screen, called “Pop N’ Drop.”

For this feature, the main reels disappear, and three
balls spin as symbols. If an arrow or a question mark lands
on the bonus reels, one (arrow) or more (question mark) of
the firecracker bundles on the top explode, awarding the
credits or the designated progressive. The row cascades

54

Cash Wizard World
Scientific Games

Hao Yun Lai
Konami Gaming

down, bringing the progressive awards closer to the player.
The feature continues until three spins turn up no arrows

or question marks, or until the player wins the top progres-
sive. The player can win more than one progressive prize dur-
ing the feature. It also is possible to win all three Supreme
progressives if all the firecracker bundles on the top screen ex-
plode.

There also is a free-spin feature—three, four or five scat-
tered bonus symbols trigger eight, 12 or 25 free games, re-
spectively.

Manufacturer: Konami Gaming
Platform: KP3+
Format: Five-reel, 40-line video slot
Denomination: .01., .02, .05 (multi-denomination)
Max Bet: 750
Top Award: Progressive; $5,000 reset
Hit Frequency: 37%
Theoretical Hold: 10%, 12%, 13%

Global Gaming Business  DECEMBER 2019
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This video slot was designed for Everi’s
Empire Arena, a circular banked presenta-
tion on which a community bonus takes

place involving all players on the bank.
There are three base games—China Blessings,

Egypt Gems and Vegas Luck. All are five-reel, 30-line
or 40-line games, with the large top portrait monitor
displaying an open vault with gold and jewels pour-
ing down toward the reels.

China Blessings and Egypt Gems both feature a
picking bonus. The player selects icons to unveil
credit awards, “+3 Picks” or special symbols that
accumulate all pick prizes and award them a sec-
ond time. Vegas Luck features a free-spin bonus in
which large portions of the reel strips are displayed
on the top screen. When the feature is
triggered, a wheel appears on the top
screen, with concentric circles leading
to a number of free spins and a number of wild
symbols added to the reels for the feature.

All three games feature the “Empty the
Vault Respin” feature, a lock-and-respin
feature. When three scatter symbols are

This new game on IGT’s CrystalCurve cabi-
net features beautiful high-definition
graphics and artwork based on the original

Scarab video slot and a game mechanic using a per-
sistent-style bonus feature.

The base game is a five-reel, 75-line video slot
on a reel array with six spaces per reel. The central

feature is a 10-spin sequence in which the
player collects scarab symbols. When a
scarab symbol lands anywhere on the reels,

it initiates the “Wild Stays Charges Then Pays”
feature. The scarab space turns gold, and a 10-spin
clock begins. As play continues, each additional
scarab symbol turns gold. After the 10th spin, all
gold symbols turn into wild symbols for a poten-
tially big win.

locked on the same column, they will increase in value on
every subsequent spin. Treasure then falls from the top-

screen vault onto the locked reels.
The main community feature, also available on all three

games, is called Diamond Rush. All games on the bank will go
into a three-minute “Diamond Rush” mode at the same time.
All top screens change to a field of diamonds bearing credit
amounts. During Diamond Rush mode, whenever a Vault sym-
bol lands on the fifth reel of a player’s screen, it opens to reveal
either a credit award or a diamond. If it’s a diamond, the player
“steals” that prize from the top screen—and other players.

Manufacturer: Everi Holdings
Platform: Empire Arena
Format: Five-reel, 30-line or 40-line video slot

Denomination: .01, .02, .05, .10
Max Bet: 500
Top Award: 564,550 credits (China

Blessings and Egypt Gems)
526,050 credits (Vegas Luck)
Hit Frequency: 28.9%-32.74%

Theoretical Hold: 2.05%-13.2%

The game title comes from what happens if you fill all spots on the
screen with one symbol—it triggers a $1,000 win. 

The free games bonus is triggered by three or more pyramid symbols.
Players can select their bonus play volatility by choosing 20 free games
with seven random wilds, 12 free games with 10 random wilds or five
free games with 15 random wilds.

The game features a 100-credit cost to cover.

Manufacturer: IGT
Platform: CrystalCurve
Format: Five-reel, 75-line video slot
Denomination: .01 through 1,000.00
Max Bet: 300, 500, 1,000, 4,000
Top Award:  118,675 credits
Hit Frequency: Approximately 30%
Theoretical Hold: 4%-15%

Scarab Grand
IGT

The Vault
Everi Holdings
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GVC Director of Regulatory Affairs Martin Lycka

GVC CREATES RESPONSIBLE
GAMING FOUNDATION

GVC Holdings, a leading international sports
betting and gaming group, has launched its

first U.S. foundation dedicated to responsible
gaming, corporate compliance and sports integrity.
The debut came a month after the company cre-
ated its global foundation. 
The group collaborated with Seton Hall Law

School for the first U.S. gaming, integrity and
compliance educational program, and has part-
nered with the National Council on Problem
Gambling on a program to help military veterans
with gambling addictions.
“This new U.S. foundation extends our global

foundation,” said Martin Lycka, director of regula-
tory affairs at GVC. “The range of new initiatives
and quality of partnerships express our global
commitment to corporate social responsibility.”
GVC holds licenses in more than 20 jurisdic-

tions and employs a workforce of more than
25,000 in 20 offices across five continents. In the
U.S., the group operates Roar Digital, a joint ven-
ture with MGM Resorts, created to capitalize on
the opportunities presented by the regulation of
sports betting and gaming. GVC acquired Lad-
brokes Coral Group in March 2018 and is the
U.K.’s largest high-street bookmaker.
The new foundation will also manage projects

such as a collaboration with Harvard Medical
School and develop other U.S.-related educational
projects.

SYNERGY BLUE GAMES 
DEBUT IN LAS VEGAS

The arcade-style games of Synergy Blue, a sup-
plier of “skill-influenced” gaming machines,

have been officially approved for statewide rollout
in Nevada, and will go through field trial phases at

GOODS&SERVICES

two Station Casinos properties in Las Vegas, the
Palms and Red Rock Casino.
The trial includes a variety of Synergy Blue

games that will be introduced into the Las Vegas
market via an initial placement of real-money, ar-
cade gambling machines. 
“We’re very excited to introduce our games to

the Las Vegas market and to be working with Sta-
tion Casinos,” said Georg Washington, CEO of
Synergy Blue. “This agreement marks a key mile-
stone for our company and the Las Vegas market,
as we work together to progress the industry with
engaging new experiences.”
Synergy Blue’s skill-influenced arcade gambling

machines are currently available in a large-format
VGM2 cabinet or a standard width (28-inch) slant-
top cabinet. The machines are offered in a multi-
game configuration, allowing casino guests to
choose from seven titles.
The machines placed at Palms and Red Rock

casinos will feature a variety of skill-influenced
games and offer styles for all types of players—in-
cluding classic gambling games like video poker, as
well as a library of new titles like Candy Ca$h,
Mahjong and the Safari Match. 

ARISTOCRAT LAUNCHES GANA
CON SUSANA IN ARGENTINA

Aristocrat Leisure Ltd. has brought its popular
Gana con Susana linked progressive slot to

Casino Buenos Aires in Argentina. 
Argentine television megastar, pop culture icon

and star of the game Susana Giménez was on hand
for a grand celebration marking the game’s arrival
on September 27.
“I hope this game brings luck to all!” Giménez

said to cheering crowds at the event. Giménez is the
first celebrity to appear on the game, which is pow-
ered by Aristocrat’s ONE LINK Mystery Progres-
sive Jackpot technology.
The entertaining game has a grand jackpot that

starts at 1.3 million Argentine pesos.
Casino Buenos Aires now has 34 machines

linked to the Gana con Susana progressive jackpot.
In addition to Casino Buenos Aires, players can
find their favorite Gana con Susana game at City
Center Rosario and Casino Magic.

CLARION TOUTS PRE-ICE
CAMPAIGN ‘INTO THE FUTURE’

Clarion Gaming has unveiled an “Into the Fu-
ture” campaign in support of ICE London,

to be held February 4-6, 2020, and ICE VOX,
February 3-4, also in London.
The campaign was launched as the industry

focuses on London and the thousands of product
innovations that exhibitors
will be presenting on the
show floor, alongside the
agenda setting content that
will be debated at the co-lo-
cated ICE VOX.
“The majority of the
35,000-plus visitors who at-
tend ICE London, many of
them traveling thousands of
miles to be with us, aren’t in-

terested in the past—they want an insight to the
future,” said Clarion Gaming Managing Director
Kate Chambers. “Whether delegates are inter-
ested in future technology, future regulation, fu-
ture trends, future lifestyle changes, opportunities
or challenges, ICE London is all about the future.
Our passion, and that of our stakeholders, is to
embrace what’s next, hence the 2020 campaign.”
The 2020 theme was inspired by a quote from

Richard Schuetz, who has held many senior posi-
tions in the industry, Chambers said. “At ICE,
one sees the latest technologies, which is why I al-
ways argue that ICE is like stepping into the fu-
ture,” Schuetz said. “That is the magic of ICE.”  
Chambers also quashed a rumor that ICE was

planning to move to Hannover in Germany next
year, explaining that ICE has a contract with the
ExCeL site until at least 2022. 
“ICE London is experiencing the most suc-

cessful period in its history,” she said in a state-
ment. “Since we moved from Earls Court to our
home at ExCeL London, the brand has under-
gone a phase of exponential growth with atten-
dance increasing from 21,336 in 2012 (the last
edition of ICE to be held at the Earls Court Exhi-
bition Centre, London) to 36,093 (2019). 
“Over the same period, the number of ex-

hibitors has increased from 430 to 612 and the
net floor space has grown from 22,500 to 47,500
square meters. While we are always looking to
and planning for the future, it’s important to
confirm that there are no plans to relocate. Every-
thing that we do is undertaken in partnership
with our ICE London stakeholders based
throughout the 155 nations that traveled to
ExCeL London in February this year.”
For more details on ICE, visit www.icelon-

don.uk.com.

Clarion Managing
Director Kate
Chambers
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ARISTOCRAT CEO
CROKER NAMED
AGA BOARD
CHAIRMAN

The board of directors of
the American Gaming

Association (AGA) has an-
nounced the election of
Trevor Croker, CEO and managing director of
Aristocrat Leisure Ltd., as its new chairman. Croker
succeeds outgoing Chairman Tim Wilmott, presi-
dent and CEO of Penn National Gaming, Inc.,
who has led the AGA board since 2018. Wilmott is
also leaving Penn National at the end of the year. 
Croker has been an active participant in the

AGA, serving on the board and in executive com-
mittees, since his appointment as Aristocrat CEO
in 2017. He comes to the CEO position with
broad experience working across Aristocrat’s regu-
lated and social games businesses, in key leadership
roles including EVP, global products and insights,
chief digital officer, and managing director of Aus-
tralia, New Zealand and Asia Pacific.

IAGA ANNOUNCES 2020 
OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES

The International Association of Gaming Advi-
sors (IAGA) has named the following execu-

tives as officers to lead the association in the
2019-2020 fiscal year:
President: John Hagan,
Partner, Harris Hagan
Vice President: Luke Or-
chard, Senior Vice President
& Chief Compliance and
Risk Management Officer,
IGT 
Secretary: Ellen Whitte-
more, Executive Vice Presi-
dent & General Counsel, Wynn Resorts
Treasurer: John Stawyskyj, Partner & Sector
Head, Hotels Leisure and Gaming, Ashurst Aus-
tralia
Assistant Treasurer: Jeffrey Barbin, Partner,
Phelps Dunbar
General Counsel: William Downey, Partner, Fox
Rothschild

IDAHO’S COEUR D’ALENE 
PROMOTES STENSGAR 

Laura Stensgar has been appointed CEO of
Coeur d’Alene Casino in Worley, Idaho, follow-

ing Francis SiJohn’s resignation. Most recently

Stensgar served as acting direc-
tor at the casino, where she has
worked since its opening 25
years ago. Prior to that she held
the position of director of pub-
lic affairs and cultural tourism,
as well as director of marketing.
Tribal Chief and Council

Vice Chairman James Allan
said, “The Tribal Council has a lot of confidence in
Laura’s abilities. We have no doubt she will continue
to run our resort at the top level we know she is capa-
ble of and that our guests have come to expect of us.”
Stensgar added, “Visionary leadership is a great

tradition with the Coeur d’Alene Tribe. I’ve learned
from it and hope to add to it, to continue to be a
good neighbor and a contributor of goodwill to the
region.”

FIUMARA TO HEAD GOLDEN
CASINO OPERATIONS

Golden Entertainment has promoted STRAT
Las Vegas General Manager Chris Fiumara to

the position of regional senior
vice president of operations.
In his new role, Fiumara

will oversee most of the com-
pany’s casino portfolio, includ-
ing the STRAT, two Arizona
Charlie’s casinos in Las Vegas,
three casinos in Pahrump, Ne-
vada, and the Rocky Gap
Casino Resort in Maryland.
His replacement at the STRAT is Stephen

Thayer, a 15-year veteran of Caesars Entertainment
who most recently served as general manager of Har-
rah’s Atlantic City.
Publicly traded Golden also operates three casi-

nos in Laughlin, Nevada, some 60 branded gaming
taverns across the state and more than 10,000 slot
machines in bars, restaurants, truck stops and gro-
cery stores in Nevada and Montana. 

BOBBY BALDWIN NAMED CEO
OF DREW LAS VEGAS

Witkoff has named renowned gaming executive
Bobby Baldwin vice chairman of Witkoff and

CEO of Drew Las Vegas, a 67-story resort and
casino, now in development on the Las Vegas Strip. 
Partnering with the re-

spected industry leader signals
Witkoff’s commitment to the
long-term success of the Drew,
which will set the standard for
next-generation Las Vegas lux-
ury. With nearly 3,800 rooms,
the resort will introduce a
truly unique take on the Las

PEOPLE

Trevor Croker

Laura Stensgar

John Hagan
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Chris Fiumara

Vegas experience, featuring a state-of-the-art casino,
an innovative collection of restaurants, shops, and
pools, vibrant nightlife options, and groundbreak-
ing spa and wellness offerings.
In his additional role as Witkoff’s vice chair-

man, Baldwin will provide leadership and insight on
projects beyond Las Vegas that are critical to the
firm’s long-term growth strategy.

GULLBRANTS NAMED NEW 
ENCORE BOSTON HARBOR
PRESIDENT

Robert DeSalvio, who led
the development of the

$2.6 billion Encore Boston
Harbor, a Wynn Resorts
Ltd. property, was replaced
four months after opening
the casino by Brian Gull-
brants, also a Wynn veteran. 
“Bob leaves Encore with a hand-selected team

prepared to take on the challenges ahead,” Wynn
CEO Matt Maddox commented. “I salute him for
his commitment to the project and, most impor-
tantly, his dedication to his team.”
Gullbrants also has experience opening casinos

for Wynn, having done so at the Las Vegas Encore
in 2008.
DeSalvio opened Encore Boston Harbor on

June 23. Earnings were strong for tables but not as
robust for slot machines. The most recent figures
were from September, when the casino collected
$48.9 million, a 7 percent decrease from the previ-
ous month.

Brian Gullbrants

Bobby Baldwin
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The Louisiana gaming industry has
gone from bad to good, and much of
that must by credited to Ronnie

Jones, who has been chairman of the state Gam-
ing Control Board since 2013. Before that, he
was a key member of the State Police, investigat-
ing ownership and incidents involving the river-
boat gaming in the state. He spoke with GGB
Publisher Roger Gros at G2E in Las Vegas in
October. To hear a full podcast of this interview
where Jones explains the status of regulatory
changes, moving the boats to land, and some in-
teresting stories about the early days of gaming
in Louisiana, visit GGBMagazine.com. 

GGB: What was the state of gaming regulation
when you took over?

Ronnie Jones: It was fairly stable. It was 180 de-
grees from where it was when it first began. I
was a frequent critic at the time, because I was in
State Police, and we had actually voiced our con-
cerns about legalizing any forms of gaming, until
the governor told us to shut up. And we did. 

In 2013, I would not have taken the job had
it not been a stable industry. I was able to see
that it was a legitimate industry. We weren’t
fighting the same battles we were in ’93. So, it’s
stable, but there’s room for growth in the indus-
try for sure. 

What is the scope of your oversight? There’s a
lot of different forms of gambling in the state.
Are you overseeing all of them?

Yes. This board was created out of the mess that
had been created in ’93. This was recreated in
1996, by Governor Mike Foster. He saw that
there was some dysfunction in the regulatory
structure, and so he created this board. We have
oversight of all legalized gambling in the state,
except for the lottery and charitable gaming. 

I think it’s a good structure because it relies
on the supervision of two elected officials: the
governor and the attorney general. 

How about tribal gaming? 

There are three tribal casinos in Louisiana, and
we have very limited interaction with them.
They are sovereign nations; I understand all
that. I get that. I’m not here to intrude. But I
want to be able to call them if there is an issue,
and talk. So we’ve got a good relationship with
them, but we have very limited responsibility
with respect to the regulation. 

You are considered one of the enlightened
regulators in the industry. Explain why people
view you this way. 

Well, one of the first things that I did after I
was appointed, I reached out to the American
Gaming Association. Geoff Freeman was there
at the time, and I just called him one day, and
got him to call me back. I said, “I’m the new
chairman of Louisiana, I’m trying to learn a
little bit about the industry, and I would like
to come visit and meet your staff.” And that
was beneficial. And those relationships, I have
sustained in the last six years. I remember a
meeting I had with some of my fellow regula-
tors. A couple of them said, “Why are you
meeting with those guys? That’s the industry.”
Well, how do you regulate an industry with-
out having some dialogue? I find that there are
more areas of agreement that I have with the
industry than disagreement. And it’s OK to
disagree.

What happened with the legalization of
sports betting in Louisiana last year?

My staff and I have been attending every
sports betting forum that’s been conducted.
We basically copied a lot of what New Jersey
had in terms of the rules. In Mississippi, Alan
(Godfrey, gaming commissioner) has been
very gracious about helping us. So, we were
ready with rule development, promulgation.
We knew that it was going to be a close vote,
but we did not anticipate that it was going to

crash and burn the way it did.
It was really surprising. You can bet on just

about everything in that state. Most people
don’t realize, Louisiana—within the last five
years—finally outlawed betting on cock fights.
I mean, you could bet on a cock fight in
Louisiana, but not on the Saints.

So sports betting didn’t pass because the
legislature today is comprised of people very
different than the people who were there in
1991. It’s much more conservative, there’s a lot
of bias against expansion of gaming, and they
saw sports betting as an expansion. And if it’s
an expansion, they’re against it. But sports bet-
ting is a reality. People are going to Mississippi,
they’re going online, they’ve got their barber
who’ll take a bet. I think it will come up again. 

I’ve shared with every CEO that I’ve
talked to, “Between now and next year, you
need to figure out what you’re going to get be-
hind, and everybody needs to be on board, if
you want this done.” We all know that sports
betting is not a cash cow, in terms of revenue.
There’s risk involved for the operators. We also
know that New Jersey has done it the right
way; they have a mobile application. But I
counseled those who asked me, I said, “Go
with brick and mortar, go conservatively until
the state feels more comfortable with it, and
then we’ll move to mobile.”

Are you concerned about Texas getting gaming?

Oh, absolutely. Absolutely. But Tilman Fertitta
is a smart man. And I don’t think he would
have invested in the Golden Nugget property
in Lake Charles—which is a world-class facil-
ity—the way he did, if he reasonably expected
that Texas would legalize it in the short term. I
think long term, they’re going to get there. But
if what I read is correct, there’s still an awful lot
of church opposition to expansion of gambling
there. That’s what I’ve been told, so we’ll have
to wait and see.

AQ
CASINOCOMMUNICATIONS

&
Ronnie Jones 

Chairman, Louisiana Gaming Control Board
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